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CHAPTER I
~.. _

NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
INTRODUCTION
Socioeconomic status has served as a variable in
numerous investigations, but the fields of music and music
education have seldom explored this construct. Although
Gordon 1 and Swickard 2 found a significant relationship

;__: __

---

__ --

between socioeconomic status and musical achievement, the
influence of socioeconomic status upon other musical
personality traits is not "Tell documented.
Inf_D_!"!l1~1.1Y,

many school music instructors believe

that students from low-_socioeconomic backgrounds exhibit
less interest in school music activities than do students
from middle and upper socioeconomic levels.

These teachers

lament sparse musical backgrounds in low socioeconomic homes
and may seek professional positions for themselves working
with students of higher socioeconomic status.

On the basis

of research data, however, music educators do not know what

lEdwin Gordon, A Three-Year Longitudinal Predictive
Validity Study of the Musical Aptitude Profilf?_ (Iowa City:
University of Iowa Press, 1967), p. 46.
2John Harper Swickard,. "A Comparative Study of I<1usic
Achievement of Students in Grades Four, Five and Six"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Illinois,
1971).
1

-------

------------

~-----~---

2
re~a,t,ionship

exists between socioeconomic status and attitude

toward music or bet\teen socioeconomic status and home
musical interest for intermediate-grade students.
Elementary students have exhibited measurable
differences in attitude toward music3 but whether .these
students hold different attitudes toward different musical
activities is not known.

Students may exhibit negative

attitudes toward school music and exhibit positive attitudes
toward music activities which are outside of school, or vice
--- ----- ------- -- --

versa.

The present study explored this possible attitude

differential in music.

The Attitude Toward Music Inventory

was constructed to measure these attitudes for this
investigation.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem for this study was to investigate the

~------

relationship of Socioeconomic Status to Attitude Tmtard
Music and Home Musical Interest in intermediate-grade chil-

~..

-.

--

- -- -- -- -- -- --

dren.

By dividing Attitude Toward Music into Attitude

Toward School

~lusic

and Attitude Toward Out-of-School :Music,

these specific problems were identified:
1.
k
'!~,p

1r

To investigate differences in Attitude Toward

School Music of students from different socioeconomic levels
at grades four, five and six.

3oliver M. Broquist, "A Survey of the Attitudes of
2594 Wisconsin Elementary School Pupils Toward Their Learning Experiences in Music" (un~ublished Doctor's dissertation,
University of Wisconsin, 19611.
.

3
2.

To investigate differences in Attitude Toward

Out-of-School Music of students from different socioeconomic
·---

levels at grades four, five and six.

3.

-·-

-------

'=--~----~--~-~

To investigate differences in Home Musical

Interest of students from different socioeconomic levels
------------

at grades four, five and six.
RATIONALE
The social class theory of '\llarner4 generated numerous

------------- -------

investigations exploring the relationships and effects of
r,

socioeconomic status. Studies by Warner, Hollingshead5 and
Havighurst 6 identified distinct class differences in

U, / / '
~ .J '/' / ' .

behavior, attitudes and other personality traits which were

,,)
')!"

J I' Ji
/

verified in adults of different socioeconomic classes and
· , which were handed down by these adults to their children.
Only a few studies in the field of music,

ho~1ever,

have

explored relationships with socioeconomic status.
Rainbow? found no significant correlation between
socioeconomic status and musical aptitude factors.

Low but

4w. Lloyd i'larner, ~·1archia Meeker and Kenneth Eells,
Social Class in America (Chicago: Science Research Associates,
Inc., 1949).
5A, B. Hollingshead, Elmstown 1 s Youth: The Im act of
Social CJ.asses on Adolescents New York: John ~Tiley & Sons,
Inc., 1949).
6Robert J. Havighurst, Paul H. Bor~an, Gordon P.
Liddle, Charles V. Matthews and James V. Pierce, Growing Up
in River Citv (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1 1962).
?Edward L. Rainbow, 11 A Pilot Study to Investigate
Constructs of Musical Aptitude" (unpublished Doctor's
dissertat.ion, State University of Iowa, 1963), p. 106.

-------·

4
significant correlations between social class and two musical
variables, musical aptitude and musical achievement, were
reported by Gordon,B

~-

The present study explored, among

other questions, the relationships between Socioeconomic
Status and Attitude Toward Music.

.

t_;

~() ·~: "'~.·~8D..-~ ~- .· !.• +' •
\.;

Different socioeconomic classes can exhibit >•A'·

---------

1

1-o" .~
A.-'·'·

·' ·1 \:.,'

,I'_t::~(j

,

==-----==
-------

different patterns of consequences and reactions toward
non-musical objects or constructs, thus influencing an
individual's attitude toward those objects or constructs.
These attitudes tend to be acquired by children within those
social classes.

--

----

-

--

~---------

In reviewing the research on socioeconomic

status and attitudes, Triandis states that, "The social
class of the family is also related to the kinds of attitudes
acquired by children."9

If social class is significantly related to differences
in certain non-music attitudes, it may also be significantly
related to differences in Attitude Toward Music.

Watson

found a significant relationship bett•een socioeconomic status
and attitude toward music among rural high school students. 10

~~-~

-

One section of this study explored that same relationship at
the intermediate grade level.

8Gordon, loc. cit.
9Harry C. Triandis, Attitude and Attitude Change
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1971), p. 134.
---lOThomas William Watson, "A Study of Jl1usical
Attitudes and Their Relationship to Environment Among Rural
Socio-Economically Deprived Students in Cent"ral Oklahoma"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Oklahoma,
1968).

--

--

-

5
It is possible for children to acquire different
attitudes toward different musical experiences, as a result
of varied associations in their lives.

A student may enjoy

music he hears at home, yet feel negative to1r1ard music he
hears at school.

The opposite may also be true.

No study
-------

has attempted to separate these two construc't;s and examine
Attitude Toward School Music independent of, and in conjunction with, Attitude Toward Out-of-School r,rusic.

The present

study, as one of its problems, individually measured the

--------- - - -------

direction and intensity of attitude toward each of these
constructs.

This approach provided information for musfc

educators wfshing to know about student attitudes toward
school music as separate from attitudes toward music outside
of school.
In the field of music, evidence concerning the
--------

relationship between Socioeconomic Status and home environment is conflicting.

A positive relationship has been

found between these factors at the pre-kindergarten, junior
high and high school levels. 11 No relationship was found,
however, at the intermediate grade level.

The present study

was designed to also investigate this conflict in available
data concerning Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest
at the intermediate grade level.

llWilliam Coy Kirkpatrick, "Relationships Between
the Singing Ability of Pre-kindergarten Children and Their
Home Musical Environment" {unpublished Doctor's dissertation,
University of Southern California, 1962); see also Rainbow,
op. cit., pp. 106-10.

-~~

-

---

-

6

Throughout the investigation Socioeconomic Status
served as the independent variable and Attitude Toward
School Music, Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music and Home
Musical Interest served as dependent variables.

'-=--~-~-~-~
~

~-------

In order to

add validity to the outcomes of this study, data on I.Q.,
Grade Level, Sex, Musical Aptitude and Teacher Attitude
Toward Teaching Music were collected to examine the influence of these variables upon the main relationships being
investigated.
HYPOTHESES
.o

}

These hypotheses were selected for investigation:
l.

There are significant differences in Attitude

Toward School Music between students
of different Socio.,,
economic Status levels in the intermediate grades.
1.1

These differences in Attitude Toward School

Music will be the same for. all I.Q. levels.
1.2

These differences in Attitude Toward School Music

will be the same for each of the grades four, ftve and six.
1.3

These differences in Attitude Toward School

Music will be the same for both boys and
1.4

~irls.

These differences in Attitude Toward School

Music will be the same for all musical aptit.ude J:evels.
l. 5

These differences in Attitude Toward School

Music will be the same whether students are taught by
teachers with positive attitudes toward teaching music or
teachers with neutral attitudes toward teaching music.

-----------

7
2.

There are significant differences in Attitude

-

---- ------------~-

Toward Out-of-School Music between students of different
Socioeconomic Status levels in the intermediate grades.
2.1

These differences in Attitude Toward Out-of-

School Music will be the same for all I.Q. levels.
-------

2.2

These differences in Attitude Toward Out-of-

School Music will be the same for each of the grades four,
five and six.
2.3

These differences in Attitude Toward Out-of-

School Music will be the same for both boys and girls.
2.4

These differences in Attitude Toward Out-of-

School Music will be the same for all musical aptitude levels.
2.5

These differences in Attitude Toward Out-of-

School Music will be the same whether students are taught
by teachers with positive attitudes toward teaching music
or teachers with neutral attitudes toward teaching music.

3.

--------

There are significant differences in Home
--

Musical Int•;.lrest between students of different Socioeconomic
Status levels in the intermediate grades.
3.1

These differences in Home Musical Interest will

be the same for all I.Q. levels.
3.2

These differences in Home Musical Interest will

be the same for each of the grades four, five and six.

3.3 These differences in Home Musical Interest will
be the same for both boys and girls.
3.4

These differences in Home Musical Interest will

be the same for all musical aptitude levels.

--------

g

3. 5 These differences in Home Musical Interest 'l'lill

·-

r==-~-=

be the same whether students are taught by teachers with
positive attitudes toward teaching music or teachers with
neutral attitudes toward teaching music.

4.

A significant relationship exists between

------------- -------

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude TO\'iard School Music of
intermediate grade students.

5.

A significant relationship exists between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School

~~usic
-- ------------- -

of intermediate grade students.
6.

A significant relationship exists between

Socioeconomic Status and Total Attitude Toward Music of
intermediate grade students.
7.

A significant relationship exists between

Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest of inter-----

mediate grade students.
Because of the research design of this study, information
concerning I.Q., Grade Level, Sex, Musical Intelligence and
Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music was available which
did not apply directly to the hypotheses of this investigation.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
The following definitions were used in this study:
Socioeconomic Status.

Socioeconomic status is "an

individual's position in a given society, as determined by
wealth, occupation and social class.nl2
12Horace B. English and Ava c. English, A Cornorehensive Dictionary of Psychological and Psychoanalytical
Term_§_ \New York: David McKay Company, Inc., :).964), p. 510.

-- -·-

-----·--·
-------------~-···~-

9

Attitude Toward School Music.

Attitude Toward

School Music is a relatively enduring system of evaluative,

.

---

c;;~---

affective reactions about music activities in school.

These

""~=,;::;
~-o-:-

reactions are based upon and reflect the evaluative concepts
or beliefs which have been learned about school music. 1 3

-f"'

-----------

Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.

Attitude Toward

Out-of-School Music is a relatively enduring system of
evaluative, affective
reactions
about music
activities out---·-·- - --------------...
.
~-

~~<!~-of-SG-hoocl~

-

-

These reactions are based upon and reflect

the evaluative concepts or beliefs which have been learned
about music outside of school. 1 4 A student's Attitude
Toward Out-of-School l\fusic

~a,y

9:r may not resemble his
-------- ·----- ----"'-

Attitude Toward School Husic.
Home Musical Interest.

Home Musical Interest is a

,, group of at.ti tudes and behaviors toward music which the
student perceives to be expressed in his home,
.

Home Musical

------~--,=···'""'==~~-..............,==----"·

Interest refers specifically to the amount of------··musical
~~---------

-·····--··-···~,

interest
and not to the style of music which is preferred •
..
ASSUMPTIONS
It was assumed that socioeconomic differences existed
between individuals and that these differences were part of
a definable social structure.

Subjects could, therefore, be

1 3Adapted from the definition of general attitude by
Marvin E. Shaw and Jack M. Wright, Scales for the Me~~::!!!§:lt
of Attitude (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, l9o7J, p. J,
14Ibid.

--------

10

classified accordi.ng to their social status characteristics
~--~

and assigned to proper socioeconomic groups.
-------

It was assumed that differences in attitude toward

'-

--

~~--~

..

music occurred within different individuals and that these
differences reflected enduring dispositions to react

tov~ard
------

musical stimuli in different ways.

These differences in

direction and intensity of feeling toward music were believed
to be measurable.
It was assumed that differences in musical interest
existed in different homes and that these differences were
measurable.

Intermediate-grade students were accepted as

being able to identify certain overt behaviors and attitudes
toward music exhibited in their respective homes and to report
the,se behaviors a11d attitudes.
gation were

ass~~ed

The subjects for this investi-

to be representative of intermediate-

grade students. in mid-sized western cities which exhibited
characteristics similar to the sample population.
DELIMITATIONS
The range of social classes available for the study
was limited to those social classes available in the public
schools of Modesto, California.

These classes ranged from

lower-lower urban class to upper urban class but did not
include ghetto or rural environments.

The conclusions of

this investigation would be applicable only to Modesto and
other environments which reflected sufficient similarities
to the population sample.

------

11
~i

The study was designed to measure attitude, no't

behavior.

The purpose was not to analyze the structure of

attitude toward music nor to investigate what musical styles
might be preferred by different social classes,

The study

did not attempt to analyze the variables influencing home
musical environment.

Information concerning this factor

was limited to the responses available from students about
their own home musical environments.
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
This investigation was designed as an ex-post-facto
survey-type study.

Measurements of Attitude Toward School

Music, Attj_tude Toward Out-of-School Music and Home Musical
Interest were collected after Socioeconomic Status had
exerted its influence upon the experimental subjects.

Six

hundred and forty-six subjects from twenty-five different
classrooms were included in the study. 1 5
I

Two measures were developed to collect data for this
investigation,

A semantic differential scale consisting of

twelve concepts and eight adjective-pairs was constructed to
measure Attitude Toward School Music and Attitude Toward
Out-of-School Music (Attitude Toward Music Inventory, see
Appendix A),

To measure Home Musical Interest, a question-

naire was developed for subjects to record their responses

l5This sample represented 16 percent of the students
enrolled in grades four, five and six in Modesto, California.

12

concerning the musical activities and attitudes in their
homes (Home Musical Interest Questionnaire, see Appendix B).
Analysis of variance tests were used to determine
the effect of Socioeconomic Status on the three dependent
variables, Attitude Toward School Music, Attitude Toward
-----

Out-of-School l>!usic and .Home Musical Interest.

Additional

analysis of variance tests were used to examine the effect
of each control variable upon the main effects being investigated.

A correlation matrix was also computed to identify

the amount ,of variance contributed by Socioeconomic Status
to each of the three dependent variables.

Statistical

significance was accepted at the .05 level for all statistical
tests.

SUMMARY
The problem for this investigation was to examine
the relationship of Socioeconomic Status to Attitude Toward
School Music, Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music and Home
Musical Interest in fourth, fifth and sixth grade children.
The division of music attitude into Attitude Toward School
Music and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music used in this
study provided an opportunity for students to respond
differentially to these two classifications of musical
experience.

Two measures, the Attitude Toward Music Inven-

tory and the Horne Musical Interest Questionnaire, were
developed by the investigator for this study.

13
Testable hypotheses were derived from the research
problem and data on 646 subjects were statistically analyzed
by using analysis of variance and correlational tests.

Data·

--------..... --

on I.Q., Grade Level, Sex, Musical Aptitude and Teacher
Attitude Toward Teaching Music were examined statistically
-----------

to identify any differences these variables might make on
the conclusions of this investigation.

The following chapter

will review the literature supporting this study.
['==---------=-------

-----

-------

-----
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CHAPTER II

---

-- -

.

.

-------------

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter will review research related to the
hypotheses of this investigation.
divided into five parts.

The review will be

Section one will describe Socio-

economic Status and review studies relating that construct
to the control variables of the study (I.Q., .Grade Level,
Sex, ll!usical Aptitude and Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching
Music).

The second section will present a theoretical

fr~~e-

work for Attitude Toward Music, describe the attitude, and
review studies which relate Att;i tude Toward l'!usic to the
control variables mentioned above.

A research review con-

cerning the relationship between Socioeconomic Status and
Attitude Toward llilusic will follow.

---------

The fourth section will

present a theoretical framelvork for Home Musical Interest,
discuss this construct, and review studies relating it to

"'"="··-=----------~---~-~

-

the control variables of the study.

This will be followed

by a review of pertinent research concerning Socioeconomic
Status and Home Musical Interest.

A general summary will

conclude the chapter.
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

\)) '•.
\.j

Socioeconomic Status is accepted as an important
construct molding personality development and behavi.or.

14
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Warner states, "It [social class] is an important determinant
of personality development and is a factor in the kind of
skills, abilities, and intelligence an individual uses to
solve his problems. 111

The impact of social class can be

observed in economic stratification, occupational stratification and sociopolitical stratification within the American
social structure.

These three elements of stratification

strongly influence attitudes and actions in education,
manners, customs, beliefs, tastes, convictions, ideas and
traditions. 2 The different environments which result from
this stratification exert considerable influence upon the
learning activities of individuals "through certain of their
attitudes and aspirations which are of importance in determining the extent to which each individual, in fact,
becomes educated. n3
This influence of Socioeconomic Status reaches
directly to the children in each social class.

According to

Havighurst, et al., "We know that children come into this
world with differing life chances, because they have

lw. Lloyd Warner Marchi a Meeker and Kenneth Eells,
Social Class in America IChicago: Science Research Associates,
1949) , pp. v-vi.
2Richard Centers, The Psychology of Social Classes
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 194~
p. 25.
JAlbert N. Hieronymus, "Relationships Between Anxiety
for Education and Certain Socio-economic Variables" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, State University of Iowa, Iowa
City, Iowa, 1948), p. 13.

-~--
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different biological potentials and because they are born
into families with different social potentials.n4

This

position is further explained by Davis and Havighurst:
We know that human beings can learn their culture
only from other human beings, who already know and
exhibit that culture. Therefore, by setting up barriers
to social participation, the American social class
system actually prevents the vast majority of children
of the working classes, or the slums, from learning any
culture but that of their own groups. Thus the pivotal
meaning of social class to students of human development
is that it defines and systemizes different lea:rning
environments for children of different classes.)
Support for this position includes evidence that children
can sense differences in Socioeconomic Status at an early
age.

In her study of lower class children, Allen found

that social class awareness was manifested at all ages from
three through twelve, and this awareness increased as age
increased.6
This difference in learning environments results in
measurable differences

betwe~n

ing socioeconomic classes.

children coming from differ-

Smith states that "children from

homes of higher socioeconomic level are·provided with more

4Robert J. Havighurst, Paul H. Bowman, Gordon P.
Liddle, Charles V. Matthews and James V. Pierce, Grm1iQg_
Up in River City (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1962),
p. 19.
5Allison Davis and Robert J. Havighurst, "Social
Class and Color Differences in Child-Rearing," Black
Metropolis, eds. St. Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton (New
York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1945), p. 699.

~ary Margaret Allen, "Social Class Awareness, SelfIdentification, Preference and Perception of Adult Preferences in Lovrer Class Children" (unpublished Doctor's
dissertation, New York University, 1963).

--

--
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cultural stimulation in the home and have more time for

-

=~-~,=

intellectual pursuits."?

Research has shown that middle

class children use significantly more elaborate speech
patterns 8 and are significantly better in verbal creativity9
than lower class children.

Middle class children are more

likely to succeed in schoollO and participate in extra-curricular activities11 than lower class children. Even

?Henry P. Smith, Psychology in Teaching (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954), p. 163.
8 Dorothea L, Leonard, "The Relationship Between
Socioeconomic Status and Certain Communication Patterns of
Selected Sixth-Grade Children" (unpublished Doctor's
dissertation, University of ~Uarni, 1971).
9Ben Marshall Dukes, "Anxiety, Self-Concept, Reading Achievement, and Creative Thinking in Four Socioeconomic
Status Levels" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University
of Alabama, 1964).
lOMichael c. Giarnmatteo. Socioeconomic Status and
School Achievement (Washington, ·D.C.: u.s. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, Bureau
of Research, 1967); Frissell Wagner Jones, "The Interrelation of Socio-Economic Status and Academic Achievement in
Nova Scotia, Pennsylvania and Virginia" (unpublished Doctor's
Dissertation, Pennsylvania State University, 1964); ForrestWard Brunson, !!Comparative Ratings of Intelligence and of
Achievement of Children from Low- and Middle-Socioeconomic
Areas" '(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of
Nebraska, 1968); Elaine Catherine Vilscek, "An Analysi:= of
the Effects of Mental Age Levels and Socio-Economic Levels
on Reading Achievement in First Grade" (unpublished Doctor's
dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1964); and George
William Rowland, "A Study of the Relationship Between SocioEconomic Status and Elementary School Science Achievement"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Missouri,
1965).
llcarl W. Hansen and Paul W. Terry, "Extra Curricular
Activities " Enc clo edia of Educational Research, ed. Walter
S. Honroe (New York: The l'Iacmillan Co., 1950 , pp. 421;.-29; see
also A Study___gj' Boys Becoming Adolescents: A National Study of
Boys Aged ll-15 in School Grades 4-8 and Other-Aged Boys in
Grades 5-8 (Ann Arbor, !Vlichigan: Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, 1960), p. 42.

- -------------·-

with test intelligence held constant,
• • • socio-economic ratings of the home are still
found to be importantly correlated with success in
school, as evaluated by the usual standards--marks
earned, scores on standardi~ed achievement batteries,
and promotion and failure.
There is strong evidence that Socioeconomic Status exists
----

in American society and-measurably influences many ways in
which children learn and develop their personalities.

This

evidence supports the basic assumption that Socioeconomic
Status does influence children's attitudes and behaviors.
Socioeconomic Status and I.Q.
A significant, positive relationship has been
repeatedly shown to exist between Socioeconomic Status and

I.Q.

Jensen states that one-half of all correlations between

Socioeconomic

S~atus

and children's I,Q. 1 s fall between .25

and • 50, with most in the region of • 35 to ,1+0 .13

Havighurst

----

reported correlations between Socioeconomic Status and I.Q.:

,34 for sixth grade boys and ,28 for sixth grade girls. 1 4
Similar levels of correlation were found by Hollingshead 1 5
l2James B. Stroud, Psychology in Education (Ne~r
York: Longmans, Green and Co., 19471, p. 412.
13Arthur R. Jensen, "How Much Can We Boost I.Q. and
Scholastic Achievement, n Environment, Heredity and Intelli··
gence (Cambridge, 1-lass.: Harvard Educational Review, 1969),
p. 75.
14Havighurst, et al., op. cit., p. 21.
15A. B. Hollingshead, Elmstown's Youth: The Impact
of Social Classes on Adolescents \New York: John Vliley &
Sons, Inc., 1949).

--------
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and Baker. 1 6

It appears that a moderate correlation of

.30 to .45 exists between Socioeconomic Status and I.Q.

In

view of this relationship, the present investigator reasoned
that I.Q. should be controlled in the conclusions of this
study.
Socioeconomic Status and
Musical Aotitude
A significant, positive relationship has been shown
to exist between Socioeconomic Status and r-!usica.l Aptitude,
but the correlation is very low.

-

- -----------

Gordon found significant

relationships between his Musical Aptitude Profile and two
socioeconomic classifications, "Head of Household 11 (r. =
and "Father Attended College" (r. = .17) • 1 7 These

:un

correlations were significant at the ,01 level but eacil
accounted for only 3 percent of the musical aptitude
variance.
In his investigation, Rainbow used two methods of

-

---

measuring Musical Aptitude; "Teacher Judgment" and "Standardized Tests." 18 When using "Teacher Judgment 11 to classify
16Herbert Laskey Baker, "A Comparison of the
Personality Characteristics of Selected Third Grade Pupils
from Three Socio-Economic Levels'' (unpublished Doctor 1 s
dissertation, University of Toledo, 1966).
17Edwin Gordon, A Three-Year Longitudinal Predictive
Validity Study of the Musical Aptitude Profile (Iowa City:
University of Iowa Press, 1967), p. 4.6.
18Edward L. Rainbow, 11 A Pilot Study to Investigate
Constructs of 11/lusical Aptitude" (unpublished Doctor 1 s
dissertation, State University of Iowa, 1963), pp. 106-7,
109.

---
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Musical Aptitude, significant correlations with socioeconomic
level appeared at the elementary (.337), junior high (.381),
and high school (.353) levels.

However, when using

"Standardized Tests" to define Musical Aptitude factors, no
relationships appeared at the elementary .level.
At the junior high and high school levels three of
the musical aptitude factors did show significant, positive
correlations with socioeconomic level:

(1) Pitch Discrimi-

nation, (2) Tonal ll!emory and (3) Musical Memory.

In con-

trast, Rhythm showed no relationship with Socioeconomic
Status at any of the grade levels tested.

l

Since the corre-

lations for "Teacher Judgment" were consistently higher
than the correlations for "Standardized Tests," one might
question whether the teacher judgments of iViusical Aptitude
were in some way influenced by previous knowledge of the
subjects' socioeconomic backgrounds.
These data on tested musical aptitude factors
suggest that, with the exception of Rhythm, a very lo;v,
positive correlation exists between Socioeconomic S·tatus
and Musical Aptitude.

In view of these relationships, the

present investigator reasoned that musical aptitude should
be controlled in the conclusions of this study, and that
Rhythm should be controlled separately from other musical
aptitude factors.

A definable pattern of Socioeconomic Status levels
exist in American society.

These socioeconomic levels

21
directly influence the learning environment and personality
development of children within these levels.

Middle class

children exhibit higher achievement in school and participate in more extra-curricular activities.

Socioeconomic

Status correlates about • 30 to • 45 with I. Q~ but has a very

------ --- --- -----

low, positive correlation with measured musical aptitude.
#Rhythm Aptitude, in contrast to other musical aptitude
factors, appears to have no relationship with socioeconomic
measures.
ATTITUDE TO'IiARD

r~USIC

Attitude
Attitude is one of the forces within the personality
powerfully shaping overt behavior.

Mager explains attitude

as a learned tendency acquired through interaction with the

------

environment.
A person's native abilities influence the kind of
activities he will engage in and the kinds of objects
and events he will tend to approach. But though he may
be partial toward those activities at which he is
particularly adept, tendencies are influenced·primarily
by events in the world around him. They are shaped
mostly by the attitudes of the people he encounters,
by objects and e~eriences, and by the consequences of
his own actions.lY
The experiences which a person encounters in connection
with some specific psychological object accumulate into a

19Robert F. Mager, Developi[!g Attitude Tm·;ard
Learning (Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 1968),
p. 33.

----
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tendency with affective .and evaluative components. 20

This

tendency associates a disposition to act in a particular
way with that psychological object.

When this occurs, the

individual is said to have an "attitude" toward that object.
According to Shaw and \Alright, attitudes possess

-----

____ , , ___.__ _

six general characteristics.21
1.

Attitudes are learned.

2.

Attitudes are relatively stable.

J.

Attitudes have a specific referent or class of

referents.
4.

Attitudes vary in direction and intensity.

5.

Attitudes possess varying degrees of

interrelatedness and of scope.
6.

Attitudes possess varying degrees of

definitiveness.
These characteristics imply that attitudes can change
through new learning experiences but, at the same time, are

L __

resistant to change because they interrelate with other
attitudes and because of the history of reinforcement in
learning the attitudes. 22
The stimulus for an attitude is a specific referent.
In contrast, a trait is a nonspecific, generalized orientation
20Marvin E. Shaw and Jack M. Wright, Scales for the
Measurement of Attitude (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Corripimy,
1967)' p. 3.
21 Ibid., p. 13.
22Ibid., p. 8.

--·---
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of the individual.23

Kerlinger states that,

One has an attitude toward something "out there."
A trait has a subjective reference; an attitude has
an objective reference. One who has a hostile attitude
toward foreigners may be hostile only to foreigners,
but one who has the trait hostility is hostile toward
everyone (at least potentially),24

ro
~

----

The attitude appears as a predisposition to feel positively
or negatively toward the objective referent. 2 5

---·----~-

An individual who has associated positive affect
or feeling with some psychological object is said to
like that object or to have a favorable attitude toward
the object. An individual who has associated negative
affect with the same psychological object would be
said to dislike that object or to have an unfavorable
attitude toward that object.26
Attitudes are, therefore, expressed as evaluative responses
to characteristics of the referent object.
The favorableness or unfavorableness of an attitude
may also vary in intensity or strength along a continuum
from very positive to very negative.

Shaw and Wright

---

explain that,
The strength or intensity of the attitude is
represented by the extremity of the position occupied
on the continuum, becoming stronger as one goes out•..,.ard
from a neutral position. This intensity reflects the
strength of the affective reaction • • • 27

23Ibid., pp. 5-6.
24Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research
(New York: Holt-Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964), p. 483.
2 5J, P. Guilford, Psychometr;c Methods (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1954), p. 456.
26Allen L. Edwards, Techniques of Attitude Scale
Construction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,
1957}' p. 2.
27shaw and Wright, op. cit., p. 7.

-
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An attitude far out toward the positive end of the
positive-negative continuum would reflect a strong positive
response toward the specific referent object.

Such a posi-

tion would also indicate that the attitude is quite important
to the individual and is held with considerable strength.
Oppenheim suggests that

i

l
j

• • • there is a U-shaped relationship between the
attributes of intensity and of content. This means
that the more extreme attitudes (either positive or
negative) are usually held with much vehemence, whereas
the more ne~tral position may be defended with far less
intensity. 28
Shaw and Wright agree with this position.29

Following this

reasoning, one would expect that the more extreme an attitude
position is, the more strongly that position will tend to
influence overt behavior.
In considering the relationship between attitude and
behavior, it must be remembered that both attitude and
behr.vior are influenced by several factors.

Guilford 'lrrites

that "since both opinions (attitudes) and actions are
multiply determined, we should not expect the correlation
to be high between them.n30

An individual takes his attitude

toward a referent object into a new encounter with that
object, but his overt behavior in that encounter reflects
not only his predisposition to act in a certain way toward
2SA. N. Oppenheim, Questionnaire Desi~n and Attitude
Measurement (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 196 ) , p. 108.
·
29shaw and Wright, op. cit., p. 6.
30Guilford, op. cit., p. 457.

~-
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the referent object, but also reflects a variety of social
pressures which are part of the new encounter.

This point
~.----

is further refined by Kiesler, Collins and Miller:
Situational differences, norms, and expectations
can vary while the attitude remains constant. These
differences in norms for behavior create differences
in behavior unrelated to the attitude--which runs
counter to the usual notion that behavior is a more
"valid'' measure of attitude. • • • We will not find a
high correlation between attitude and behavior if
situational pressures substantially contribute to the
observed behavior--and they almost always do.31
In view of this warning, researchers must be most cautious
in identifying attitudes on the basis of observed overt
behavior.
Children's attitudes are especially susceptible to
parental influence and parental attitudes.

Triandis writes

that "children's attitudes are closely related to those of
'their parents.n32

The basis for this position is further

developed by Remmers:
• • • Attitudes will be modified, through learning,
in accordance with his [the individual's] own goals
and drives. This means that he will acquire attitudes
like those of his parents, his friends, and the other
primary groups (permanent face-to-face groups) of which
he is a member. As the individual gro•rs older, secondary groups (non-face-to-face or temporary face-to-face
groups) l'.'ith which he is associated will elicit certain
attitudes. In general, the closer the relationships
between an individual and others, the greater will be

3lcharles A. Kiesler, Barry E. Collins and Norman
Miller, Attitude Change: A Critical Analysis of Theoretical
Approaches (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1969), p. 29.
32uarry C. Triandis, Attitude and Attitude Change
(Ne>v York: John Wiley & Sons, 1971), p. 134.
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the potency of such relationships in the formation of
attitudes. :n
Parents, in most instances, are the closest primary relation-

~------

~-- --:::~~

~--

ships for a young child and therefore exert, according to

=:-

--

...

Remmers, the most potent influence upon attitude formation
within the child,

As the child grows older the influence of

friends and "se_condary groups" upon attitude formation
increases.
To

s~~arize,

attitude is an influential force

within the personality shaping overt behavior.
are learned and are relatively stable.

Attitudes

Attitudes have a

specific objective referent and vary in direction and inten·sity along an evaluative continuum from positive to negative.
Although they influence behavior, attitudes do not normally
determine behavior, because situational pressures usually
make a substantial contribution to the overt behavior.
Children's attitudes are learned from individuals closest
-

-----

in their immediate environments and tend to resemble the
attitudes of their parents.
Attitude Toward Music
H_---:

Attitude Toward Music does not have a theoretical
----

structure apart from general attitude theory.

In order to

secure a theoretical base for Attitude Toward Music, it was
necessary to adapt general attitude concepts to the field

33Hermann H. Remmers, Introduction to Opinion and
Attitude Measurement (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1954),
p. 5.
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of music.

By translating attitude concepts from the

preceding discussion, it was possible to derive the following
concepts concerning Attitude Toward Music.
1.

....:;_ =--

. . :->_-_ -_.
~

--c.--_

~

Attitudes toward music are learned through

interaction with the environment and are relatively stable.
2.

Attitudes toward music may refer to music in

general or any specific classification or type of musical
·activities; e.g., music in school, music outside of school,
singing, listening, or rhythmic activities.

3.

Attitudes toward music vary in direction and

intensity along an evaluative continuum ranging from
positive to negative.
4,

Attitudes to\'tard music influence behavior with

music but do not determine such behavi.or because of intervening situational pressures,

------

5.

Attitudes toward music in children are strongly

influenced by their parents and tend to resemble the
attitudes tmvard music of their parents.
The first four concepts are treated with more
emphasis upon the psychological aspects by Shaw and Wright.
Their statement on the development of attitude in general
may be paraphrased to fit Attitude Toward Music.
Affective reactions about music derive from the
underlying cognitive structure relevant to music,
Experiences with music lead to a set of evaluative
concepts or beliefs about music. · Beliefs may arise
from direct experience with music or indirect experiences in interaction with other persons. These beliefs
about music are relevant to the goal striving of the
individual and partially determine what further beliefs
may be formed about music. As the individual encounters

2S

music, evaluative concepts regarding the relationship
of music to his goal attainment are formed or elici·ted~
These perceived or anticipated effects of music on
goal attainment result in affective reaction, e.g.,
anxiety or frustration, which, in turn, produce such
motives as aggression or affiliation. The ultimate
overt behavior toward music will depend upon situational factors, e.g., potential punishment or a closed
behavioral field, and upon other dispositional characteristics, e.g., low energy level or restricted
intelligence. It is to this positive-negative dimension of motive-producing, affective reaction toward
music that attitude toward music applies.34

~--:~-- c:_----~=~---~

-

------

-----

-·

This rather inclusive statement summarizes the present
investigator's position concerning musical attitudes.

For

the purposes of this study, Attitude Toi'rard Music is limited
to the affective reactions elicited within the individual
when he comes into contact with overt musical referents.
Differences in Attitude Toward Music are anticipated
to'occur within the elementary school subjects of this
investigation.

This expectation is in keeping with the

findings and opinions of other researchers.

----

Broquist found

significant differences in attitude toward school music

t=·=-=-=

experiences between boys and girls in grades three through
six.35

Gordon reported differences in attitude toward

instrument practice among his subjects in grades four through
-

34The wording is adapted to apply specifically to
Attitude Toward Music from a statement on general attitude
by Shaw and Wright, Scales for the Measurement of Attitude,
p. 11.
350liver H. Broquist, "A Survey of the Attitudes of
2594 Wisconsin Elementary School Pupils Toward Their Learning Experiences in Music" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation,
University of Wisconsin, 1961).
.
.

------
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Both Casey37 and ~1artignetti38 listed loss of

interest as. a main reason for elementary instrumental dropout, thereby inferring a difference in attitude between

those who did drop and those who did not drop instrumental
music.

This information supports the basic assumption that

elementary students do hold different attitudes toward music
and that these attitudes can be measured.
Attitude Toward Music and I.Q.
Only one study was found to offer data on the
correlation between Attitude Toward Music and I.Q.

Rainbow

correlated his "Interest in Music" scores with scores on
the Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test at the elementary
level.39

No relationship was found.

In contrast, correla-

tions at the junior high and high school leYels between
scores on the appropriate Otis Self-Administering Test of
Mental Ability and "Interest in Music" scores were .291
and .303, both of which were significant.

On the basis of

these findings, it appears that a low positive correlation
of around .30 may characterize the relationship between

·36Gordon, A Three-Year Study of the Musical Aptitude
Profile, p. 44.
37G. J. Casey, 11 A Study of Instrumental Music
Drop-outs in the Moline [Illinois] Schools" (unpublished
Doctor's dissertation, Colorado State College, 1964).
38A. J. Jl1artignetti, "Causes of Elementary Instrumental Music Drop-outs," Journal of Research in !VIusi c
Education, XIII, 3(1965), 177-83.
39Rainbow, "A Pilot Study to Investigate Constructs
of Musical Aptitude," loc. cit.

i'i.,-
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student Attitude Toward Music and I,Q. at the secondary level
and no relationship may exist at the elementary level.
Attitude Toward Music
Grade Level

~·.

~~d

b·

In a survey of 2594 elementary students, Broquist

-----

..

examined attitude toward school learning experiences in
music in grades three through six.40

The Music Attitude

Quotients diminished as grade level went up, suggesting that
as students grow older, attitude toward school music becomes
less positive.

This negative relationship was supported by

Hornyak who studied student attitudes toward contemporary
American music in 1300 students from grades four through
twelve.41

The subjects ;.~ere requested to give written,

'J.

'·'evaluative reactions to live performances of selected compositions immediately following the performance.

The data

indicated that younger students had a more favorable attitude
toward the contemporary American compositions than did older
students.
In contrast, Rainbow found a positive relationship
between "InteresT, in Music" and "Chronological Age."
correlation for his elementary sample (N
significant and positive.42

= 91)

The

was .263, both

According to this finding,

40Broquist, loc. cit.
41R. Robert Hornyak, An Anal sis of Student Attitudes
!owards Contemporarx American Iviusic Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of
Education, Bureau of Research, 1966).
42Rainbow, op. cit., p. 106.

r-----
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students' Interest in

~!lusic

increased as they became older.

In evaluating this result, one should remember that Rainbow
strongly emphasized home listening choices in scoring
"Interest in Music."

Almost 50 percent of his ,.Interest in

Music" scores were assessments of musical behavior outside

--

------

of school and, to a lesser extent, musical taste.
The evidence presented suggests that as Grade Level
increases, interest in school music decreases.

There is

also a hint that, at the same time, interest in music outside
of school may increase.

=

In view of this tentative and con-

flicting evidence, the present investigator reasoned that
Grade Level should be controlled in the conclusions of this
study and that attitudes toward school music and attitudes
toward out-of-school music should be investigated separately.
----

Attitude Toward Music and Sex
In his study of student attitudes toward school
learning experiences in music, Broquist analyzed his data
separately on boys and girls.43

The Musical Attitude

Quotient for girls was significantly higher than the boys'
ri!usical Attitude Quotient at all grade levels, three through
six, indicating that girls held more positive attitudes
-------

toward school music than did boys.
This finding was not supported by Rainbow who
reported no relationship between "Sex" and "Interest in

43Broquist, loc. cit.
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Music" in his elementary sample.44

The correlation of these

two variables for his total sample population was .167, a

significant but extremely weak relationship.

If one con-

siders that Rainbow's "Interest in Music" scores emphasized
musical behavior outside of school, as well as musical taste,

,- ----- ·--

-

this result may refer more directly to musical attitude
outside of school than to music attitudes in school.
On the basis of these t'l'lO studies, it appears that
girls have more positive attitudes toward school music than
do boys, but there may be no difference between boys and

i_:

girls in attitude toward musical experiences outside of
school.

These statements can only be considered highly

tentative at this time, pending further research.

In view

o:f''this tentative evidence, the present investigator reasoned
that Sex should be controlled in the conclusions of this
study.
Attitude Toward Music and
Musical Aptitude
When a single musical behavior (e.g,, listening to
the radio) is compared to Musical Aptitude, the correlation
tends to be extremely low and insignificant.

Shuter

questioned fifty-four children, aged eleven to eighteen
years, about the amount of time spent listening to music
at home and weighted scores according to the type of music

44Rainbow, op. cit., pp. 106-7, 109.
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preferred.45

The correlation between the music listening

..

=-=---===-

scores and scores on.the Wing Standardized Test of Musical
Intelligence was not significant.
In the same investigation Shuter found no relationship
between musical intelligence and frequency of attending
concerts.46

'

-------

-

------ -- ---

She reasoned that the very low correlation might

be due to homework pressures, competing interests, and the
possibility that more gifted students spend their time making music rather than listening.

In contrast, a low but

significant correlation of .24 was found by Gordon between
one attitude concept, "Attitude Toward Practice 11 of instrumental students, and scores on his Musical Aptitude Profile,
indicating that students with a more positive "Attitude
Toward Practice 11 tend to score better on the Musical
Aptitude Profile. 47
When a more inclusive measure of attitude toward
music is used, the correlation with Musical Aptitude is
higher.

Although the following studies refer to interest in

music, the variables measured closely approximate the
elements of Atti·cude Toward

~,1usic.

Wing asked 333 adolescent

boys for a self-assessment of their interest in music and
··--

45Rosamund Shuter, The Psychology of Musical
Ability (Great Britain; Methuen & Co., Ltd.: distributed
in U.S.A. by Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1968), p. 145.
46rbid., p. 193.
h7Gordon, A Three-Year Study of the Musical Aptitude
Profile, p. 46.
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compared their responses with Wing Musical Intelligence
scores,48

The resulting correlation was .30.

Similar

results were found by Leon Crickmore in an unpublished study
reported by Shuter.49

Subjects were asked to classify

thirty records on a seven-point liking-disliking scale.
correlation coefficients between the

liking~scale

The

and Wing

Musical Intelligence scores were .27,and .31.
Rainbow found relationships of a similar strength

I
I

lj

between "Interest in Music" and measured rl!usical Aptitude
factors.5°

=

His "Interest in Music" score consisted of

points for reading about music and musicians, for the
probable purchase of records, for concert attendance, and
for the type of music preferred.

The Seashore Memory and

the Drake Memory tests had the highest correlations with
"Interest in Music."

These ranged from .28 to .42 for the

three groups of subjects (4-6, junior high, and high school).
-----

The lowest correlations appeared with the Seashore Rhythm
test (.17 to .27).
On the basis of these investigations it appears that
the correlation between interest in music and measured
musical aptitude hovers around .30.

Since interest in music,
_,_.__:;_.....;_

as measured in these studies, appears to be closely related

48H. D. Wing, "Tests of Musical Ability and
Appreciation," British Journal of Psychology Monograph
Supplement, No. 27, p. 78.
49shuter, op. cit., p. 192.
50Rainbow, loc. cit.

- - --
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to Attitude Toward Music, one can assume that a similar

-

=--------==- =

relationship (r. = ,JO) may exist between Attitude Toward
Music and measured Musical Aptitude.
Rhythm

see~ed

Again the factor of

to function more independently than did other

Musical Aptitude factors.

-·---~.

Student Attitude Toward Music
and Teacher Attitude
Toward Teaching Music
.Elementary classroom teachers exhibit differing
attitudes toward teaching classroom music.

In a study of

318 elementary school teachers, Birch found significant
correlations between a teacher's Attitude Toward Music and
two measured variables, "Previous Musical Experience" and
"Self-confidence In Teaching Music.u5l
were supported by Evans.52

These conclusions

As a result of differential

musical experiences and differential feelings of self-

--~--

confidence in teaching music, teachers appear to project
differing attitudes about teaching music in the classroom.
The effect which teacher attitude has upon pupil
attitude is far from clear.

Outside of the field of music,

5lLawrence Welton Birch, "Factors Related to
Differences in Classroom Teachers' Attitudes Toward Music 11
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Southern
California, 1969).
52carl Hathaway Evans, "A Study of Factors Affecting
the Attitude of the Elementary Classroom Teacher Toward
Teaching Jvlusic" (unpublished Doctor' 1 s dissertation,
Northwestern University, 1958).

~-~---
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Anttonen,53 Gansneder,54 and Keane55 found no significant
relationship between·teacher attitude and the attitudes
of students.

On the other hand, Kilanski found a signifi-

cant correlation between teacher attitudes toward their
students and reading comprehension,56 and Phillips reported
significant relationships between student attitude toward
mathematics and attitudes of most-recent-teachers toward
mathematics.57

With no studies relating student Attitude

Toward Music to Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music and
conflicting data on student/teacher attitudes in general,
it was impossible to speculate on this relationship.

In

view of the lack of data and the logical possibility that
~.
53Ralph G. Anttonen and William Deighan, An EXPloration into Teacher and Student Arithmetic Attitude at Grades
3.. 5 and 6 (Washington, D.C. : U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Office of Education, 1971), pp. 5-6.

54Bruce H. Gansneder, The Relationshin Between
Teachers' Attitudes toward Pu ils and Pu ils' Attitudes
and Achievement Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, Bureau
of Research, 1970), p. 18.
55Daniel Ford Keane, "Relationships among Teacher
Attitude, Student Attitude, and Student Achievement in
Elementary School Arithmetic" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Florida, 1968).
56Doris Marve Kilanski, "A Study to !~easure the
Attitudes of Sixth Grade Teachers toward 'I'heir Students
and the Relationship of these Attitudes toward the Achievement of Sixth Grade Students in Acquiring Heading Skills"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Michigan,
1971).
57Robert Bass Phillips, "Teacher Attitude as
Related to Student Attitude and Achievement in Elementary
School Mathematics" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation,
University of Virginia, .1969).

-----
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teacher attitudes might affect student attitudes, the present
investigator reasoned that Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching
Music should be controlled in the results of this study.
Summary
There is both theoretical foundation and research

:...: --- ---~-----

evidence to support the existence of Attitude Toward Music.
The characteristics of attitude in general may be applied
to Att.i tude Toward />llusic.

These characteristics indicate

=----

that attitudes toward music (1) are learned and are relatively stable, (2) have a specific referent, (3) vary in
direction and intensity, (4) possess varying degrees of
'interrelatedness, scope and definitiveness, and ( 5) are part
~'of the enculturation process which is passed on to children

:by their parents and other psychological contacts in the
environment.
Research with students has shown that these
attitudes toward music vary and can be measured.

Correla-

tions between A-t;ti tude Toward Music and I .Q. of • 20 to • 30,
and between Attitude Toward Music and Musical Aptitude of
around .30 >vere suggested by the literature.

Only trends

could be deduced from the available research concerning
Attitude Toward Music and Grade Level.

It tentatively

appears that, as Grade Level goes up, Attitude Toward School
Music may decrease while Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music
may increase.

It also appears that girls may have a more

positive Attitude Toward School Music than boys, but there

o _ __
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may be no difference between boys and girls in Attitude
Toward Out-of-School
tentative.

~-1usic,

although this is also highly

Information concerning the relationship of

Attitude Toward Music to Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching
Music was so conflicting that it was impossible to even

---------------

discern a trend.
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS AND.
ATTITUDE TO\V'ARD MUSIC
There appears to be a significant relationship
between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toovard Music at
the high school level.

Watson tested. 502 Central Oklahoma

·rural high school subjects on the Hevner-Seashore Tes·t of
·Attitude Tm·rard Ml!&.£• 58

After securing a rating of

deprived/non-deprived from school administrators for each
subject, Watson reported a significant, positive relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward
Music.

He concluded that a higher socioeconomic lev·el con-

tributes positively to the formulation of Attitude Toward
Music.
Other findings tend to support this conclusion,
Coleman found a significant difference between the number
of working-class parents and middle-class parents who took

58Thomas vHlliam Watson, "A Study of Musical
Attitudes and Their Relationship to Environment Among Rural
Socio-Economically Deprived Students in Central Oklahoma"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Oklahoma,
1968).

- - ---·
---- ---
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their adolescent sons to a concert j_n the last three
years ,59

A significant, positive relationship ;.;as also

reported by Rainbow

bet~.;een

"Interest in I4usic" and "Socio-

economic Level" for his high school subjects (r. = .484).6°
This relationship was similar at the junior high school
level (r.
level.

..::----

= .412) but was not significant at the elementary

Since his subjects came from the I.aboratory School

of the State University of Iowa, one may wonder whether the
lower class students in his sample may have come from
achievement motivated, atypical lower class homes.

If this

was true, a correlation between "Socioeconomic Level" and
"Interest in Music" would tend to be reduced.
No relationship was found by Fulbright between
·attitudes toward selected orchestral compositions and
"Occupation of Head of Household" or "Family Income" among
475 college undergraduates. 61 However, when one considers
the self-selection and achievement motivation characteristics of lower-class students attending college, it is
easy to assume that these students were not typical of all
lower-class eighteen-to-twenty year olds.

With a more

59Alwin B. Coleman, "School Related Attitudes and
Behaviors of Parents of Achieving Adolescents" (unpublished
Doctor's dissertation, University of Michigan, 1966), p. 127.
60 Rainbow, op. cit., p. 136.
61 Ercy Glenn Fulbright, "An Investigation of
Relationships between Cultural Background and Attitudes
toward Classical Orchestral Husic among College Under-graduates" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Indiana
University, 1964).
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random lower-class srunple, a significant relationship might
have appeared in this study.
To summarize, there appears to be a significant
positive correlation be·tween Socioeconomic Status and
Attitude Toward Music among junior high and high school
students.
found.

-----~--·---~-

At the elementary level no relationship was

The present study investigated the differences in

Attitude Toward lvlusic by Socioeconomic Status le'.rels at
grades four through six and identified the effect of I.Q.,
Grade Level, Sex, Musical Intelligence, Hhythm Aptitude and
Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching
ences.

~iusic

upon those differ-

Musical Attitude was divided into Attitude Toward

School Music and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music tc
provide more detailed information concerning student
attitudes.
HOME MUSICAL ENVIROtmENT
Environment Theory
The shaping quality of external stimuli within the
envirorment is selective and powerfully influences the
skills, attitudes and beliefs which an individual develops.
These external stimuli may emphasize contact vrith a particular objective referent in one environment while another
environment may minimize contact with that same referent.
It is also possible for one environment to emphasize
positive contacts wit.h a particular objective referent and
another

enviro~~ent

to provide negative contacts with that

----
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same referent.

The more frequent and consistent a particular

type of contact is, the more powerful that environment is
=

considered for that particular referent.

-----o,~-

-

~o-
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We may, since we are on the outside of the
individual, conceive of the environment in terms of
the probability that it provides for selected experiences or interactions. Thus an environment which has
a higher probability of providing certain experiences
than another environment may be said to be a more
powerful environment, insofar as the appropriate human
characteristic is concerned,b2

~

"

-~--~-

~--

-7-~-----
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Benjamin Bloom lists four characteristics of
environment which are useful in analyzing the richness of
an environment.63
1.

Good or poor models of language use.

2.

Abundant or deprived sensory environments

'(opportunity for direct contact and interaction with the
world).
3.

Frequency and type of parental encouragement

and reinforcement for solving problems.

4.

Minimal or rich interaction with parents.

By examining an environment in terms of each of these
characteristics, it is possible to gain insight into its
structure and influence.

We would expect a powerful environ-

ment to be one which illustrated extreme positions on one or
more of these characteristics.
62Ben jam in S. Bloom, StaQ_ilHy_ and Change i_~ Human
Characteristics (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1964),
pp. 187-88.
63Ibid., p. 77.

'<
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An extreme environment may be so powerful that it
·''"
·,,.

precludes anything which might be called interaction.

The

result is practically a one-way effect upon the individual.
Bloom feels that most young children experience this one-way
effect even in environments which we would not call extreme.
For the most part, young children may be affected
by many environments in this one-way type of effect.
That is, the young child is likely to be both plastic
and helpless in the face of the environment in which
he lives--he knows no other--and he can be directly
affected by the pressure and the demands of the
environment.64

-

---

A young child 1 s helplessness makes him extremely vulnerable

to the shaping influence of environmental forces.
Since almost all of a child's pre-school life is
c~ntered

in the home and the majority of his time is directly

altfected by 1;he home during his elementary school years, we
would expect the environment in the home to have a substantial effect upon his skills, motivations, beliefs, attitudes,
and other personality variables.

- ---~---

• • • it would seem to us·that the home environment
is very significant not only because of the large amount
of educational growth which has already taken place
before the child enters the first grade but also because
of the influenge of the home during the elementary
school period. 5
The strength of this influence upon the pre-school and
elementary school child would lead one to expect substantial
similarities between parents and child on many personality
attributes.

64Ibid., p. 196.

65 1bid. , p. llO.
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To summarize, differences in enYironments are
characterized by different models of language use, different
sensory patterns, different frequency and types of parental
reinforcement and different interaction patterns with

~--~-on~--~"

~

parents.

Environments strongly tend to have a one-way

~--

effect on the young child and directly affect his personality development.

The strength of this influence would

lead one to expect many similarities in attitudes between

I

parents and child.

j

Home Musical Interest

l

This information provides a basis for

understanding musical environment.

Musical environment in the home has been traditionally
discussed by music psychologists in connection \nth their
examinations of the heredity-environment relationship.

This

approach, however, has only marginal application to the

.c==---

purposes of this investigation.
Seashore's statement is more closely related to the

LF~__ _

environment theory revievJed above.
• • • whether or not the person • • • shall
distinguish himself in music is largely a matter of
circumstances in the way of opportunitieb for development and absence of suppressing forces.b

.
!

f-l:ursell goes a step farther and discusses some outcomes of
a good musical environment.
Children in a good musical environment acquire the
adult orientation to interval more rapidly than others.
Extensive experience with melody, in the way of listening

66carl E. Seashore, ~ogy of!-!~ (Nev¥ York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co. , Inc. , 1938)' p. 331.
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and singing, seems to promote all the processes of
melodic development which we have been discussing, ang to
bring an earlier awareness of tonality relationships. 7

~--~--=

e§__~ ,---o-----~ -~=----

In order to secure a more comprehensive model for

@'~

evaluating music environment, the four characteristics of
general environment listed in the previous section were
adapted to the field of music.

These characteristics may

-=----

be stated· as:

.
1

I

1.

Good or poor models of musical activity.

2.

Abundant or deprived sensory environments in

3.

Frequency and type of parental encouragement

music •

and reinforcement for solving musical problems.
4.

Minimal or rich musical interaction \'rith parents.

By looking at musical enviro!1!1!ent from these four

vi<;l'~points,

it is possible to derive more specific tools for measuring
--~-

the richness and power of a musical environment.
The home is a critically important determinant in
the child's musical growth, found Kirkpatrick in his study
of singing ability and home musical environment in the prekindergarten child. 6S

Subjects were classified by tape

recordings of their singing into singers and non-singers.
Homes were classified by interview into musically excellent,
67James L. Mursell, The Psycholo~y of Musi~ (New
York: W, W, Norton and Company, Inc., 1937), p. 349.
Mwilliam C. Kirkpatrick, "Relationships Bet ...reen
the Singing Ability of Pre-Kindergarten Children and Their
Home Musical Environment" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Southern California, 1962}.
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good or poor.

All of the "singers" ca'lle from homes which

were classified as musically good or excellent and few
"non-singers" came from these homes.

All homes classified

as musically poor produced "non-singers."

Significant

correlations appeared between singing ability and (1) mothers
who sang to and with their children, (2) musical aid from
other adults, (3) family singing and playing, and (4) parents
with a musical background. Similar relationships were
reported by Reynolds. 69 Shelton studied the musical
responses of first-grade children and their home musical

L,; _ __

environments and found that 75 percent of the musical homes
produced musical children and 73 percent of the unmusical
''homes produced unmusical children. 7°

It appears that home

'musical experiences are strongly associated with a child 1 s
musical development and participation.
The amount of richness and power in the home musical
environment will be referred to as the level of Home Musical
Interest for the purpose of this investigation.

A home with

high musical interest will be considered encouraging to
musical growth within the child.

A home '!lith low musical

interest will be considered not encouraging to a child's
musical development.

69George Earl Reynolds, "Environmental Sources of
Musical Awakening in Pre-school Children" (unpublished
Doctor's dissertation, University of Illinois, 1960).
70 John Stanley Shelton, "The Influence of Home
Musical Environment upon Musical Response of First-Grade
Children" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, George Peabody
College for Teachers, 1965).
-

-----~--,_
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In review, musical environment may be approached

~---==~

through the same characteristics as was general environment.
Differences in musical environments are characterized by

liil -- -.. "-- - - -

different models of musical activity, different sensory
environments of musical sound, different frequencies and
types of parental reinforcement concerning music, and
different patterns of musical interaction with parents.
This information supports the basic assumption that elementary students do come from homes with different levels of
musical interest.

l

=

For the purposes of this investigation,

the type of home musical environment will be referred to as
the level of Home Musical Interest.
Home Nusica1 Interest and
Musical Aptitl:iCfe
Musical Aptitude is commonly understood to be an
-~·--

inherited capacity.

Considering this, one might expect no

'~
-~

consistent relationship between Home Musical Interest and
Nlusi cal Aptitude.

c------

Shuter writes:

A musically stimulating home is certainly likely
to help children to make the best use of whatever
potential talent they may happen to possess. It •~ould
be over-optimistic, however, to hope that parents
could substantially improve the ability, as opposed to
the taste, with which their children have been endowed. 71

,...,,
-

6--

This position supports Musical Aptitude as a maximum inborn
potential and, concurrently, recognizes the developmental
7lshuter, 'l'he Psychology of rftusical ~bili ty,
pp. 149-50.

-

---
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encouragement of a musical home.

Whether environment can

affect the measurement of IV!usical Aptitude is not clear.
As a result of research, Wing has found no
significant correlation between his Tests of Musical Intelligence and measures of home environment, with the exception
of one factor, "Parents Who Play·an Instrument.n7 2 If
parents played, there was a significant difference on the
child's Wing test scores.

If someone besides parents played

or no one played an instrument at home, there was no significant correlation between musical environment and the Wing
tests.

Wing concluded that the most likely explanation for

this finding was that the child's ability had been inherited.
Shuter responded

~nth

an alternate interpretation.

Th:iis [heredity] may be the true reason, tut it is
not the only possible one. Paternal playing may be a
more potent influence on the child merely because it
has gone on for much longer or because Fhe parents have
more prestige in the eyes of the child.73

~~--

This does not resolve the interpretation problem, but it
does recognize the possibility of a parental model encouraging, by example, the child to utilize a significantly
greater proportion of his innate musical capacity.
Gordon noted that some environmental factors
exhibited low, but significant, associations with his
Aptitude Profile.74

Shuter reported a study by Holmstrom

7 2wing, "Tests of Musical Ability," p. 82.
73shuter, op. cit., p, 142.
74Gordon, A Three-Year Study of the Musical Aptitude
Profile, p. 44.

~·--·-

----··---
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which found a significant correlation between children from
musically "good" and musically "poor" homes and their Wing
Musical Intelligence scores (Tests 1-3).75

A "good" home

had a radio, one or more "noble" instruments, instrumental
playing by at least one family member every day and frequent
music for listening.

------------

A "poor" home had no musical instru-

ments, no family members who played, and the family seldom
or never sang.
To evaluate "Home Enrichment," Rainbow awarded points
for a radio, phonograph and records, musical instruments,
siblings who played, parents who encouraged musical partici'pation, family listening, and families who performed music
together. 76 ~!usical Aptitude was measured on four specific
'ifactors by standardized mus:'cc tests.

For the elementary

· subjects, the correlations of "Home Enrichment" to "Pitch
Discrimination" (Seashore), "Rhythm" (Seashore), and

·-

"Musical Memory" {Drake) were not significant; the correlation with "Tonal Memory" (Seashore) t'las low (. 252 l but
significant.

In the total test population (grades four

through twelve), correlations of "Home En:.:-ichment" to "t'itch
Discrimination," "Tonal Memory'' and "Musi.cal Memory" reached
significance but the "Rhythm" factor remained independent.
One may conclude from the Rainbow data that "Tonal Memory"

75shuter, op. cit., pp. 145-46.
76RainbOiv, "A Pilot Study to Investigate Constructs
of Musical Aptitude," pp. 28, 106-7, 109-10.

----- --
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consistently correlated with "Home Enrichment" in a low

·-

---

positive manner, and that ;'Rhythm" consistently functioned
independently of "Home Enrichment."
In sum, all investigators found lo'l<r, positive, often
significant, relationships between measures of home environment and Musical Apti·tude.

--·-·--

---·-~--

Based on the data available, it

appears that any correlation between these variables would
be low and positive.

It also appears that the musical

aptitude factor of Rhythm may function independently of
musical interest in the home.
Summary
Differences in musical environment may be studied
from tHe same viewpoints frcm which general environment can
be evaluated.

Variation in musical environment is charac-

terized by different models of musical. activity, different
sensory environments of musical sound, different frequencies
and types of parental reinforcement concerning music, and
different patterns of musical interaction with parents.
Researchers reported significant correlations between home
musical environment and musical achievement.

Correlations

between home musical environment and l'luslcal Aptitude were
quite low, but positive and often significant.

In contrast,

one study found Rhythm to function independently of musical
interest in the home.

This finding provided additional

support for investigating Rhythm separately from Musical
Aptitude in this study.

In the present 5.nvestigation Home

"

L ____ _
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Jl!usical Interest referred to the quality of the home
musical environment.
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS AND HOME
MUSICAL INTEREST
The literature on the relationship of Socioeconomic
Status to Home Musical Interest was limited and appeared to
be conflicting.

When Kirkpatrick. studied the singing ability

of 115 five-year-old pre-kindergarten children, he classified them according to Warner's Index of Status Characteristics.??

The data showed that poor musical environments

were found in

lower~class

beyond the .01 level.

homes in ntwbers significant

Kirkpatrick concluded that poor

musical environments were associated with lower-class homes
in his study.
Conflicting results l'i'ere reported by Rainbow. 78

The

291 subjects from grades four through twelve were classified
according to occupation and education of head of household.
Information on two measures of home musical environment,
"Home Enrichment" and "Participation in lv'iusic by Relatives,"
was collected by student questionnaire.

At the elementary

level no relationship appeared bet\'reen Socioeconomic Status
--·~·-·

and either one of the environ.rnental measures.

The present

??Kirkpatrick, "Relationships Between the Singing
Ability of Pre-Kindergarten Children and Their Home Musical
Environment," loc. cit.
78Rainbow, loc. cit.
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writer has previously noted, however, the possibility of

1------

--
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an atypical achievement motivation pattern within the lowerclass, elementary subjects of this test population.

If

=--

this was true, a correlation between music environmental
measures and Socioeconomic Status would tend to be reduced.
---·-----·--

With the possibility of an atypical sample at the
intermediate grade level, one should inspect the other grade
levels of Rainbow's study also.

The relationships for the

junior high school subjects were r.

= .279 and r. = .312 for

"Socioeconomic Status"/"Home Enrichment" and "Socioeconomic
Status" /''Participation in Music by Relatives" respectively,
both significant at the .05 level.

Correlations fer the

high school subjects on these relationships were r.
-and r. = • 283 re:opecti yely.

= .313

On the basis of this latter·

information, one might expect a correlation of about .30
between Socioeconomic Status and similar measures of home
musical environment, given a random test population.
To review, a correlation of about .30 was shown to
exist between Socioeconomic Status and home musical environment at the secondary level.

No relationship was found in

the intermediate grades, however.

The present study inves-

tigated the differences in Home rJiusical Interest by Socioeconomic Status levels at grades four through six, and
determined the effect of I.Q., Grade Level, Sex, Jv!usical
Intelligence, Rhytr® Aptitude and Teacher Attitude upon
those differences.
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SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER
This chapter reviewed the pertinent literature and
research concerning the constructs of this investigation.

~..•·.·

..

· ..•
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The relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward Music had been little explored, with research concentrated at junior high school and high school levels.
Correlations were significant at these levels and averaged
around

~45,

At the elementary level the only available

correlation was not significant, but there was reasonable

----

doubt about how typical the socioeconomic characteristics
were of that elementary test population.

It is possible

that, with a random test sa'llple of all socioeconomic levels,
a sig'nificant correlation between Socioeconomic Status and
Attitude Toward Music might be found at the elementary level.
The present study determined whether the relationship
found at the secondary level also existed at the intermediate

---

c::_-

grade level.
No study was found to offer separate data on
Attitude Toward School Music and Attitude Toward Out-ofSchool Music, and only tentative trends could be deduced
£rom the manner in which musical interest was measured by
different investigators.

The present study provided

exploratory data on the comparative relationships of Socioeconomic Status to Attitude Toward School Music and to
Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.
Measured 1'1usical Aptitude may be expected to have a
very low, positive relationship with Socioeconomic Status

-----
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and Home Musical Interest, and a moderately low correlation
(around .JO) with Attitude Toward Music.

However, the
~--_."

___ _

factor of Rhythm may function independently of all main
variables.
There appears to be no pertinent research on the
relationship between Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music
and Student Attitude Toward Music.

The results available

on this relationship from outside the field of music were
so contradictory that it is too highly speculative to
suggest a trend at this time.
This concludes the review of pertinent literature.
The chapter illustrates that the present study was needed to
clarify conflicting data on relationships between Sociaeconomic Status and Attitude Toward l'1usic and between Sociaeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest at the intermediate
grade level.

The study also opened a new area of research

in musical attitude by separately measuring Attitude Toward
School Music and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.
Results of the study were strengthened by identifying the
effect of I.Q., Grade Level, Sex, Musical Intelligence,
Rhythm Aptitude and Teacher Attitude ToioJard Teaching Music
upon the differences vlhich were found,

The following chapter

will present the research procedures for this study and the
development of the Attitude 'reward Jliusic Inventory and f1ome
Musical Interest Questionnaire.

-

-~·-~--------
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CHAPTER III

~

.·

..

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Chapter Three will discuss the subjects, measurement
instruments, procedures and statistical analysis used in
this investigation.

Characteristics of the experimental

population will be presented first, followed by an explanation concerning development of the Attitude Toward Music
Inventory.
the Home

Section three will discuss the preparation of

~1Iusical

Interest Questionnaire.

The next section will describe measures for each
·of the independent variables (Socioeconomic Status, I.Q.,
Sex, Grade Level, l'<Tusical Aptitude and Teacher Attitude
·Toward Teaching Music) and the fifth section will describe
procedures used in

collectin~o:

data.

Section six will list

-ci..i ---------

the null hypotheses to be tested and the final section will
present the statistical treatment which was used.

~~~~~
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THE EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION
Subjects for this investigation were 646 boys and
girls regularly enrolled in grades four, five and .six of the
K-6 schools in I<lodesto, California.

Modesto is a geograph-

ically independent city of 62,000 inhabitants in the Central
Valley of California whose economy rests on agriculture and

54
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food processing industries.l

A wide range of socioeconomic

classes exists within the city, with the exception of rural
and ghetto-type environments.

---------

~--
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Elementary K-6 schools within

Modesto serve 11,400 students from all socioeconomic levels
and include the following racial groups:

81 percent Cauca-

--· -----·---

sian, 3 percent Negro, 14 percent Spanish and .7 percent
Oriental. 2 Educational opportunities extend upward through
Modesto Junior College within the city limits and through
college level at California State College, Stanislaus,
twelve miles away.
Classroom music in K-6 schools_is taught by classroom
teachers.

A music supervisor visits classrooms once or twice

a year to present demonstration lessons.
i:iheir own phonogra.phs, music books <tnd

All teachers have

co~plete

recordings

6f the music text, but music teaching competency varies.
Instrumental music is taught as an elective by traveling
instrumental music teachers to fourth, fifth and sixth grade

- -

~------

students.
At the high school and junior college level, choral
and instrumental groups are active and musically strong.
Community musical activities each year include seven con-

certs and two youth concerts by the Modesto Symphony Orchestra, four concerts by the Community Concert Association,
a summer band concert series,_ several other professional

119?2 Editor & Publisher Market Guide (New York:
Editor & Publisher Co., Inc., 1971), p. 42.
211 Racial and Ethnic Distribution of Enrollment in

Public Schools" (report to California. State Department of
Education by Modesto City Schools, 1971)•

-----

musical events and twenty-five to thirty high school music
presentations.

The results of this study may be generalized

to communities having similar population characteristics.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ATTITUDE
TO\'/ARD MUSIC INVENTORY
The nrst task of this study was to develop measures
of Attitude Toward School Music and Attitude Toward Out-ofSchool Music which would be suitable for intermediate grade
subjects~

The Semantic Differential, developed by Osgood,

Suci and Tannenbaum, was selected as the method of measurement.3

The instrument developed was named the Attitude

Toward Music Inventory.
Selection of Cons£Qts
A list of seventy-two concepts was formulated
including most musical experiences available to intermediate
grade students both in school and out of school.

In order

to guarantee that major areas of musical experience would
be represented, four subheads were listed under each of the
two attitude areas to be measured, Attitude Toward School
Music and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.

These sub-

heads •tere Singing, Listening, Playing Instruments, and
I.Jliscellaneous Activities.

---

Only concepts which best met

Osgood's criteria were retained and listed under each subhead

3charles E. Osgood, George J. Suci and Percy M.
Tannenbaum, The_ !ft_easurement of !-leaning; (Urbana, Illinois:
University of Illinois Press, 1957), p. 190.

~-
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for each attitude area.

From these subheaded lists of

concepts the final selection was made.
For Attitude Toward School Music six concepts were
selected:
Subheads

Concepts

Singing:

Songs You Learn at School
Singing in Chorus

Listening:

Records You Hear at School

Playing Instruments:

Playing in Orchestra
Instrument Lessons at School

Miscellaneous
Activities:

--------·--·-----

=

Folk Dancing at School

It was reasoned that singing was the most prominent school
music activity, and pupils had less contact with listening
if

and folk dancing.

Playing instruments was judged tc be an

important area for assessing attitude because it was voluntary and because it might be an area of considerable variance.

Overall, three concepts represented required school

----

musical activities (Songs You Learn at School, Records You
Hear at School, and Folk Dancing at School), and three concepts represented elective school musical activities (Singing in Chorus, Playing in Orchestra, and Instrument Lessons
at School).
----------

For Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music seven
concepts were selected:
Subheads

Concepts

Singing:

Singing at Home
Singing to Yourself

Listening:

Popular Husic
Seeing an Orchestra Concert

1------

Playing Instruments:

Playing a Guitar
Practicing the Piano

Miscellaneous
Activity:

Dreaming about Music

-

-

=--~-=

It was reasoned that singing and playing instruments were
still important areas to assess, but more time might be
spent in listening outside of school because of radios and
phonographs within students' homes.

With the exception of

Dreaming About Music, all concepts selected for Attitude
Toward Out-of-School Music could be considered voluntary
musical experiences.
Selection of Bipolar Adjective Scales
A tentative list of the thirty-one bipolar adjective
scales was extracted from Osgood's list.4

Any scales not

relevant to the chosen concepts or which became ambiguous
when. combined ~lith the chosen concepts were then discarded.

---

The following eight scales were finally selected:
/good

---~

bad

light ---ll> dark
,·beautiful

---~

ugly

, important

---~

not important (from Osgood
important ---~unimportant)
----

smart ---~ dumb (from Osgood wise ---~ foolish)
, interesting
strong

---~

exciting

---~

boring

weak

---~

calm (from Osgood excitable

4Ibid., pp. 53-59.

---~

calm)
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1------- ---

The first six scales had their highest loadings on the
evaluative factor and were considered good indicators of.
attitude.

The "strong

---~

weak" scale had important load-

ings· on both the evaluative factor (.30) and the potency
factor (.40) and the last scale,

"exciting---~

calm" had

its highest loading on the activity factor (.26).5

--

------·------

.....: ____

--

These

last two scales were included to correspond with Osgood's
practice of including scales from other factors when using
an attitude Semantic Differential. 6
The number of steps between the bipolar adjectives
was changed from seven to five steps for the intermediate
grade subjects as recommended by Osgood.7

This initial form

of the Semantic Differential consisted of six eoncepts
against eight five-step scales for At·!;i tude Toward School
J.!Iusic and seven concepts against eight five-step scales for
Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.

Concepts were then

=----

randomly arranged to create the-Attitude Toward Music

"
--r--------

Inventory (Form A) of thirteen concepts against eight scales.

'-

e

~----

-----·=

p=-=-===-=-

Refinement of th•' Attitude
Toward Music Inventory
The Attitude Tor;qard Music Inventory {Form A) was
administered in dittoed form to eighty-six boys and girls
in grades four, five and six attending summer school classes
(Trial A).

Correlations between concept scores for the

5Ibid.
7rbid., p. S5.

6Ibid., p. 191.

---
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L_

trial group ranged from very low to moderate ( .051 to • 559)
indicating that the concepts selected were sampling independent parts of the semantic space of Attitude Toward
Music.

The only exception, a correlation of .693 between

"Singing to Yourself" and "Singing at Home" (both part of
the Attitude Toward Out-of-School measure), indicated that
both concepts were measuring much of the same attitude, so
only one was needed in the Inventory.

"Singing to Yourself"

was retained because it exhibited greater potential variance with the means of other Attitude Toward Out-of-School
Music concepts.
The revised measure consisted of six concepts
'against eight adjective scales for Attitude Toward School
"Music and six concepts against eight scales for Attitude
,''Toward Out-of-School !vlusic.
0-192 for each of the

t'tTO

The range of possible scores was

attitude variables.

Concepts and

scales were randomized and the new version was called Form B.8
The Attitude Toward !vlusic Inventorv (Form B) was
administered in dittoed form to three classes (total N

=

80)

of boys and girls in grades four, five and six representing
both high and lo"' socioeconomic areas (Trial B).
tions bet1rreen the concepts ranged from r.

=

Correla-

.118 to r.

=

.586, verifying that the concepts were still sampling independent areas of the semantic space for Attitude Toward
8Random digit tables used were published by Allen L.
Edwards, Statistical Analysis (Jrd ed.; New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969), pp. 206-10.

""'
c:
___ -:..::.::-=--~-----~
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Music (see Appendix C).

One higher correlation appeared

~------

,=~--=~

between "Songs You Learn at School" and "Records You Hear
at School" (r. =-.656) but the investigator judged that
these concepts represented different areas of school musical
experience and both should be retained in the Inventory.

-·---------- -·----- --

Internal Validity of the Attitude
Toward Music Inventory
_Content validity was supported by selecting concepts
which, on face value, covered many important areas of
musical experience and by intercorrelations between these
concepts which verified that they were indeed sampling
independent areas of the semantic space of Attitude Toward
Music.

Concurrent validity was supported on Trial A by a

comparison of students w<ho had taken :i.nstrument lessons with
students who had not taken instrumental lessons on two con-

- - -

cepts, "Instrument Lessons at School" and "Playing in
Orchestra. 11

The correlations were low, as predict,ed by

Kiesler, Collins and Miller, for relationships betwe.en
attitude and behavior9 but positive and significant at the
.05 level (point biserial r.

= .39 between attitude toward

"Instrument Lessons at School" and behavior concerning

r=o--

instrument lessons and point biserial r. = .26 between

----------

attitude toward "Playing in Orchestra" and behavior concerning
instrument lessons).

9charles A. Kiesler, Barry E. Collins and Norman
Miller, Attitude Change: A Critical Analysis of Theoretical
Approaches (Ne~• York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969),
p. 29.
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Further evidence on concurrent validity was sought
on Trial B by asking the three classroom teachers to

1---------

,-

----

'

~-~o

identify, on the basis of observed behavior, the 25 percent

---

fficcccc:c

--

--

·="=

it==~

of their students with the most positive attitude toward
music and the 25 percent of their students with the most
negative attitude toward music.

- -----·-- ------

Correlations between

teacher judgment of attitude toward music and scores on the
Attitude Toward Music Inventory ranged from r.
.354.

=

.294 to

These correlations also followed Kiesler's prediction

of low correlations for relationships between attitude
measures and observed behavior.
1
j

Reliability of the Attitude
Toward Iv!usic Inventon::
Tlie Attitud'2__l£ward

Hld_~ic

Iny2-'nt..£r.:Y. (Form B) ;•ras

printed on·Optical Scanning Corporation Form DC 5459A to
permit machine scoring.

To check test-retest reliability,

the printed form of the Attitude Toward Music Inventory
{Form B) was administered to a fifth grade class (N
The retest was given six days later.
r.

=

= 30).

Coefficients were

.853 for Attitude To,.rard School Music, r.

Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music, and r.

=

.788 for

= .875 for total

Attitude Toward i'lusic, indicating very good reliability for
an attitude measure.
Evaluation of the Attitude
Toward Music-· Inventorr
Content validity of the Attitude Toward Music
Inventor:~~

was supported by the selection of concepts which

-i----

6J
sampled many areas of musical experience and by .the
inter-correlations which verified that these concepts were
sampling independent areas of the semantic space of Attitude
Toward Music.

Concurrent validity coefficients

Attitude Toward Music

Inventor~

bet~reen

the

(a measure of attitude) and

behavioral indicators were moderately low (r. = .26 to .39)
as predicted by Kiesler, et a1. 10 These coefficients
suggested that the Inventory was measuring attitude toward
the selected concepts and not musical behavior.
The test-retest reliability coefficients (r.

=

.853,

.788 and .875) indicated that certain responses toward music
referents were being measured with 62 to 77 percent accuracy
by the Inventory.

These responses were called eyaluative

sta.te;nent,s'Jbecause the bipolar adjective scales selected were
highly loa'ded on the evaluative factor.

By definition the
----

I
l

evaluative factor of the semantic differential corresponds
to attitude. 11 The reliability coefficient for the Inventory
indicated that attitudes tm'l'ard the musical concepts were
being measured, and were being measured with considerable
consistency.
On the basis of these findings scores on the Attitude
Toward Music Inventory (Form B) were accepted as the operational definitions of Attitude Toward School rttusic and

lOibid.
llosgood, e't al., op. cit., p. 190.

----

---
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Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music for th·e purposes of this
investigation.

By using the semantic differential for both

attitude measures, the principle of comparability allowed
individual or group scores to be compared on Attitude Toward
School Music and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music. 12 It
was possible to say that a higher group mean on one of these
measures indicated a more positive attitude toward music in
that environment for that group.

A copy of the Inventory

with instructions appears in Appendix A.
DEVELOHlENT OF THE HOME ~·'lUSICAL
INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE
The first step in developing the Home Musical
Interest Questiorlnaire was to identify important factors of
Home l\!usical Interest.

All separate home musical factors
identified by Kirkpatrick, 13 Rainbcw, 14 Reynolds, 1 5 Shelton16

12 Ibid., p. 196.
1 3William Coy Kirkpatrick, "Relationships Between
the Singing Ability of Prekindergarten Children and Their
Home Musical Environment 11 (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Southern California, 1962).
14Edward L. Rainbow, "A Pilot Study to Investigate
Constructs of Musical Aptitude" (unpublished Doctor's
dissertation, State University of Iowa, 1963).
·
15George Earl Reynolds, "Environmental Sources of
Musical A1t:akening in Pre-School Children" (unpublished
Doctor's dissertation, University of Illinois, 1960).
16John Stanley Shelton, 11 The Influence of Home
Musical Environment upon Musical Responses of First-Grade
Children" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, George
Peabody College for Teachers, 1965).

--~~.--
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and Shuter1 7 were combined onto one chart along with their
findings.

Factors were eliminated which were not supported

by the research findings, which had conflicting evaluations,
and which might reflect 'economic differences.

The remaining

list of eleven home musical factors were the basis for a

----------

weighted questionnaire which assessed sample musical
behaviors and musical attitudes in the home.
1.

Two points were awarded if mother liked music.

2.

T\'VO points were avrarded if father liked music.

3.

Two additional points were awarded if both

~---

mother and father liked music.
4,

Four points were awarded if parents wanted

subject to play an instrument.
5.

Four points were a>•rarded if parents wanted

subject to be in school music groups.
~---

6.

Two points were awarded if mother liked to

listen to music.
7,

Two points were awarded if father liked to

listen to music.
$,

Four points were awarded if any brothers or

sisters played an instrument.
9,

Four points were awarded if mother played an

instrument or sang.

17Rosamund Shuter, "Some Problems in Psychology of'
Music Ability," J<;mrnal of Research in Music Educa!i.Qn,
XVII (Spring, l9o9T, 92.
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10.

Four points were awarded if father played an

instrument or sang.
11.

Four additional points were awarded if both

father and mother played an instrument or sang.
- -- - - - -

12.

Four points were awarded if the family listened

to music together lots of times.

"--------··---=

Two points were awarded

if it occurred once in awhile.
lJ.

Six points were awarded if the family sang or

played instruments together lots of times.

Three points

were awarded if it occurred once in awhile.
14.

T\'TO

points were awarded for any other adult at

home who played an instrument or sang.
In weighting the questionnaire the writer reasoned
~that parents w•;r.e the most important models for a child and

''that singing or playing music >vas a more overt behavior and
a stronger positive influence than listening to music.
Encouraging children to learn an instrument, to participate
in musical groups and to participate in family musical
activities were considered strong indicators of home musical
attitudes and behaviors.
that fourth grade

subjeci~s

stand all questions.

All wording was examined to insure
would be able to aurally under-

Directions for administering the test

were prepared to standardize these procedures.

The range of

possible scores was 0-46.
The Home Musical Inte±·est Questionnaire was
administered in dittoed form to eighty students in grades

-

---------------
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four, five and six which represented all socioeconomic·
levels in the study.

The teachers read each question

aloud as directed in the instructions.

The participating

teachers reported no problems in understanding directions,
understanding questions or marking answers.
The Home Musical Interest Questionnaire was printed
in its final form and administered to a fifth grade class
(N

=

30) to check reliability.

six days later.

A retest was administered

The test-retest coefficient was r.

= .910.

Evaluation of the Home Musical
Interest Questionnaire
Content validity for the Home Husical Interest
·Questionnaire was based on the face value of the questions
d

"selected and the test-retest reliability for the measure
was .91.

A wide range of scores (6 to 42) was reported by

the subjects.

On the basis of this information, scores on

the Home Musical Interest Questionnaire were accepted as
the operational definition of Home Musical Interest for this
investigation.

A copy of this measure, with instructions,

appears in Appendix B.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
---~-

Socioeconomic Status
Socioeconomic status was assigned to all subjects
according to an alternate Index of Social Characteristics
proposed by \'iarner and based on occupation, house type, and
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dwelling area.lS

This alternate Index correlated very

highly (. 964) with \'larner' s Evaluated Participation method
of classifying social class.
Occupation of head of household was properly match.ed
into one of seven occupational categories and assigned the
score for that category.

Subjects whose head of household

was in the lowest unskilled category received a score of one
and those whose head of household was in the highest professional or business category received a score of seven.

House

Type and Dwelling Area were also properly classified into
one of seven categories and assigned the score for that
category.

Very poor houses received a score of one and the

' largest, excellent houses received a score of seven.

Houses

''~'in the least desirable section of town received a score cf

· one and houses in the most desirable, elite sections of town
received a score of seven.
According to Warner's instructions, assigned scores
on Occupation, House Type and Dwelling Area were weighted to
secure a final Index of Social Characteristics score:

Occu-

pation score x 5; House Type score x 4; and Dwelling Area
score x J,l9

The weighting provided Index scores ranging

from twelve for the lowest social classification to eightyfour for the highest social classification,

This method of

18w. Lloyd Warner, Social Class in America (New York:
Harper and How, 1960), p. 174.
l9Ibid., p. 185.

------
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scoring reversed Warner's assignment of scores to the seven
categories in each characteristic but maintained the identical ranking relationships between subjects.

This scoring

method had the added advantage of being consistent with the
manner in which scores increased for other variables in the
study.
On inspecting the completed data, it was determined
that five socioeconomic classes were represented. 20 Because
of the small N in the highest class, it was combined with
the upper-middle class for purposes of statistical analysis.
Subjects were then assigned the numeral representing their
socioeconomic level:
'class, 3
'/classes.

=

1 = lower-lower class, 2 = upper-lower

lower-middle class, 4 = upper-middle and upper
These groupings and the matching Index of Social

'characteristics scores were the operational definitions of
---

Socioeconomic Status used in this study.
Intelligence Quotient
The intelligence quotient for each subject was
secured from school cumulative record cards.

Large-Thorndike

,Intelligence Test scores were available for all fourth and
sixth grade subjects from school testing in the fall of 1970
and for all fifth grade subjects from the previous year.
Reported odd-even reliability correlations for the LargeThorndike scores were .934-.952 and validity correlations
20 Ibid., p. 1$3.

---
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with standardized achievement tests were .88-.895 for the
verbal battery and .707-.77 for the non-verbal battery.21
Subjects were divided into three I.Q. groups:
Average = 90-110, Low = below 90, and High = above 110.
However, cell N's in the different Socioeconomic levels were
so disproportional that the data were rearranged into two
groups:

Low

=

below 103. 5 and High

=

above 103. 5.

In addi-

tion, 145 S 1 s were randomly deleted 22 from four groups to
balance cell N's.

These revised groupings and the matching

Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. scores were the operational definitions
of I.Q. used in this investigation.

The sex classification 'ttas requested directly from
each subject on the answer sheet of the Wing Musical Intelli'gence Test.

Any questionable replies were checked with

school cumulative record cards.
Grade Level

c; __ _

The grade level was requested directly from each
subject on a subject Registration Form.

Any questionable

replies 1trere checked with the classroom teacher.
r--·---

21 rrving Lorge, Robert L. Thorndike, Elizabeth
Hagen, TechnJcal ~1anu§!l,__ ThEL_Lorg_e-Thorndike Intelligence
Tests (Boston: Houghton, Rifflin Co., 1962), pp. 10, 18, 22.
22Random digit tables used were published by
Edwards, loc. cit.

-
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Musical Aptitude

-

==--~

The review of the literature indicated tha·t the
rhythm factor of musical aptitude may function independently
of other musical aptitude factors.

To allow for this

possible independence, the rhythm factor

~~as

measured. sepa----~--~--

rately from other factors of musical aptitude and treated
independently in this investigation.

For this reason t'I'TO

tests w·ere used to assess musical aptitude, the Wing
Standardized Tests of Musical Intelligence, Tests l-3, 23
and the Drake Rhythm Test. 24
The Wing Standardized Tests of Musical Intelligence,
Tests 1-3, required twelve minutes for all three tests plus
:time for explanation.
·i'for Tests 1-3

\"laS

.·• 64 to • 90.25
Test 1.

The reported reliability coefficient

.89 and validity coefficients ranged from

The three tests are as follows:
Chord Analysis.

The subject listens to a

chord and marks how many notes were in the chord (20 items).
Test 2.

Pitch Change.

The subject listens to two

similar chords and marks if the chords were the same, if
one note moved up, or if one note moved down (30 items).
Test 3.
tunes.

Memory.

The subject listens to two similar

If one note is changed, the subject marks the dot on

23H. D. Wing, Standardized Tests of Mp.sical
Intelligence ('\'lindsor, Berkshire, England: N. F. E.R.
Publishing Company, Ltd., 1961).
24Raleigh M. Drake, Drake l~usical Apt:itude Tests
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1954).
25Herbert Wing, Test_ll_ of Musical Abilitv 3-nd ~N'6ciation (Cambridge, England: University Press, l9b8f; p. 0.

------
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his answer sheet corresponding to that note•· The test
begins with three-note tunes and increases in complexity to
ten-note tunes (30 items).
The Drake Rhythm Test, Form A, required twenty
minutes to administer and reviewers reported it to have the
highest reliability coefficient of any rhythm test available (ca. r. = .86). 26 The reported validity coefficient
was r. = .58.
The Drake Rhythm Test consists of fifty items.

The

subject hears a metronome beat and then continues counting
that beat to himself during the silence that follows.

He

writes down the number he is on when told to "stop."
·· Numbers are then compared with the correct ansi';ers.

The

;)r.~

·.,smaller the difference is between written numbers and correct
' answers, the lower the total score is and the greater is the
subject's rhythmic sensitivity.
The Drake Rhythm scores and Wing Musical Intelligence
scores were not combined.

In order to allow rhythm aptitude

to operate independently of the other musical aptitude factors these scores were treated independently in the statistical analysis.

Subjects' scores on the Wing Musical

Intelligence Test were converted to a standardized_ percentile rating and grouped in the following manner:

1

= lowest

30 percent group (L), 2 =middle 40 percent group (A), and
2 6Manual for t.he Drake Musical Aptitude Tests
(2nd ed.; Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 19571,
pp. 16-17.

===·---
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3 = highest 30 percent group (H).

Subjects' scores on the

Drake Rhythm Test were also converted to standardized
percentile ratings.and grouped on the same basis.

Because

of disproportional cell sizes in the Musical Intelligence/
Socioeconomic Status analysis of variance, 119 S 1 s were
randomly deleted 27 from three cells for J'ilusical Intelligence
only.

The groupings as discussed and the matching percentile

scores served as the operational definitions of Musical
Intelligence and Rhythm Aptitude for this investigation.
Teacher Attitude Toward
Teaching Music
Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music was judged

by each principal and the Music Supervisor in conference.
All fourth, fifth and sixth grade teachers were classified

as

having a "positive" attitude toward teaching music or a

"neutral" attitude toward teaching music.

"Neutral" was
-------

used instead of "negative" because it more closely depicted
the behavior of teachers who could not be classified as
"positive."
To maintain consistency between the ratings of
different principals the

follo~dng

behavioral guidelines

were used:
Samples of behavior which indicate a "positive"
attitude toward teaching music;
27Random digit tables used were published by Edwards,
loc, cit.
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1.

Expresses desire to teach music. ·

2.

Shows positive, active involvement while teaching

3.

Spends more than minimum time teaching music.

4.

Projects

5.

Experiments with new ways of teaching music.

6.

Makes positive comments about teaching music

music.

positiv~

feelings about music to class.

~~~~'--~

-~:~·

-'

'

to colleagues.
Samples of behavior which indicate a "neutral"

----

"""" - - - - - - -

attitude toward teaching music;
l.

Says it is too difficult finding time to teach

2.

Shows passive attitude while teaching music.

J,

Skips music or presents minimum music lessons.

4,

Follows stereotyped patterns of presenting music

music.
·-!

'

----

materials to class.

5.

Avoids teaching music, when possible.

c ___ :_-

These ratings were kept confidential and were accepted as
the operational definition of Teacher Attitude Toward
Teaching Music f<lr this investigation.

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTING DATA
-.--

Selection of Subjects External Validitv
Subjects were selected from the total student
population available in grades four, five and six by a
stratified random sampling procedure.

To guarantee as full
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a representation as possible in the highest and lowest
socioeconomic classes, six schools 1rrere identified as having
most of the highest socioeconomic class students and eight
schools were identified as having most of the lowest
socioeconomic class students.
In individual conferences with these principals,
each fourth, fifth and sixth grade teacher and class was
placed in one of the following categories:
l.

Positive Teacher Attitude Tovvard Teaching Music/

=

Low Socioeconomic Status Pupils.
2.

Positive Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music/

High Socioeconomic Status Pupils.
3.

Neutral Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music/

Low Socioeconomic Status Pupils.

4,

Neutral Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music/

High Socioeconomic Status Pupils.
Using a table of random digits, 28 two classes in
each category were selected for each grade level, a total of
twenty-four classes.

Because the random digits chose a

combination class which created a shortage of subjects in
the fifth grade Neutral Teacher Attitude Tovmrd Teaching
Music/High Socioeconomic Status Pupils group, one additional
class in this category was randomly selected.

These

twenty-five classes comprised the sample population.
2Sr ..
d•
0~

--~-~~
----
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Testing Procedures

-

=~~

Test instructions for the Wing Standardi·zed Tests
of Musical Intelligence and the Drake Rhythm 'l'est were
recorded by the investigator on magnetic tape along with the
aural test items.

Any additional verbal directions which

were necessary were prepared in a standard form.

- -- --- --

~-- ·~·--

Standard

directions for the Attitude Toward Music Inventory and the
Home Musical Interest Questionnaire had been developed
previously.

;:= - -

Classroom teachers were asked to administer these
four tests in their own classrooms.

A special workshop was

held to orient teachers to testing procedures and to
'familiarize them with the purposes and administration of
.!these measures.

During the <wrkshop each teacher responded ·

tb items on every t,est and was able to ask questions
-----

concerning the measures.
Actual testing took place between February 15 and
March 15, 1971.

'----

r=--==--=
,_

Testing time for each class required

approximately two 50-minute periods.

Teachers were asked to

check answer sheets for completeness and then return all
test materials to the investigator for scoring.
The l•fihg Standardized Tests of Musical Intelligence,
the Drake Rhythm Test and the Home Musical Interest Questionnaire were scored by hand.
Inventory was machine scored.

The Attitude Toward Music

-----
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Collection of Other Data
Teachers had.their students fill out a small
Registration Form requesting name, grade level, address and
teacher 1 s name.

On the back of each Form the teache.r

recorded the occupation of head of household for that student and ran)ced the occupation according to a list of occupations adapted from Warner and provided by the investigator.29

The investigator checked all teacher judgments on

occupational ranking and any questions were resolved in
conference 1'li th the teacher.
Spaces on the Registration Form were also provided
for House Type score and Dwelling Area score.

These two

scores were assigned on the basis of information from the
~~Tax Assessmsnt Rolls oi' St.anislaus County.

Any residence

·whose assess:nent information was inadequate or ambiguous
----

was checked visually by the investigator.

Approximately

240 such. residences were checked by ob·servation.
Scores for House Type and Dwelling Area were recorded
on the Registration Form.

These scores, plus the Occupation

score, were properly weighted and the total score for
Socioeconomic Status was recorded on the Registration Form.
I.Q. scores for all subjects were obtained from
school cumulative record cards and recorded on each student's
Registration Form.

Information on Sex had been previously

29warner, op. cit., pp. 140-41.

----
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recorded by subjects on the Wing Musical Intelligence answer
sheet.
Preparation of Data
All data were recorded on coding forms by hand and
punched onto IBM cards.

The data were then ready for

--

-------·

statistical analysis.
NULL HYPO'rHESES
The null hypotheses to be tested by the statistical

'--

~-

analysis were as follows:

1.

There is no difference in Attitude Toward

'School Music between students of different Socioeconomic
Status lev-els.
1.1

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward School Music is not affected by I.Q.
1.2

-

The relationshi}J between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward School Music is not affected by Grade

r==--==-=
c

~

----··---

Level.

-

~--

-=~

~

1.3 The relationship between Socioeconomic Status
and Attitude Toward School Music is not affected by Sex.
1.4

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward School Music is not affected by Musical
Intelligence.
'1.5

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward School
Aptitude.

~1usic

is not affected by Rhythm

- -

-----
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1. 6

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward School Music. is not affected by •reacher
Attitude Toward Teaching Music.
2.

There is no difference in Attitude Toward

Out-of-School.Music between students of different Socioeconomic Status levels.
2.1

The relationship .between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music is not affected by
I.Q.

2.2

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music is not affected by
Grade Level.
2.3

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward Out-of-School

~i!usic

is not affected

by Sex.
2.4

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music is not affected
by Musical Intelligence.
2.5

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music is not affected by
Rhythm Aptitude.
2.6

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Attitude Toward Out-of-School l>fusic is not affected by
Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music.

3.

There is no difference in the Home Musical

Interest reported by students of different Socioeconomic
Status levels.

-------------

eo
3.1

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Home Musical Interest is not affected by I.Q.
3.2

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Home Musical Interest is not affected by Grade Level.
3.3

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

-=;-----"·-~---~-

---

and Home r.rusical Interest is not affected by Sex.
3.4 The relationship between Socioeconomic Status
and Home Musical Interest will not be affected by Musical
Intelligence.
The relationship between Socioeconomic Status
and Home Musical Interest is not affected by Rhythm Aptitude.
3.6

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status

and Home Musical Interest is not affected by T.eacher
Attitude Toward Teaching Husic.

4,

There is no significant relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward School !IIusic.

5.

There is no significant relationship between

-- - - - - - -

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.

6.

There is no significant relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Total Attitude Toward Music.
7.

There is no significant relationship betwe•m

Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All variables were classified according to scale
type.

Sex and Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music were

dichotomous.

Musical Intelligence, Rhythm Aptitude and I,Q,

----
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were interval scales.

Socioeconomic Status, Attitude Toward

School Music, Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music and Home
Musical Interest were ordinal scales.

Since the N was large

(646) and parametric assumptions were not grossly violated
by the data, the "law of large numbers"30 was judged to be
-----

adequate support for using parametric tests in the analysis.
Socioeconomic Status was the main independent
variable.

Dependent variables were .Attitude Toward School

Music, Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music and Home l!lusical
Interest.

Independent control variables were I.Q., Sex,

Grade Level, Musical Intelligence, Rhythm Aptitude and

I

Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music.
First, a series of eighteen two-way Analysis of
~'-

Variance tests were run to investigate the differences in
each of the dependent variables by Socioeconomic Status
levels and the interaction effects of each control variable
on these differences.
level.

Significance was accepted at the .05

These tests provided answers to null hypotheses l

through 3.6.
Second, a Pierson r. correlation matrix was run for
all independent and dependent variables in the study.
Significance was accepted at the .05 level.

This matrix

provided answers to null hypotheses 4 through 7.

3°Audrey Haber and Richard P. Runyon, Gen_?ral
Statistics (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.,
1969)' p. 238.

-~---
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SUMl{ARY
External validity was defined by listing characteristics
of the sample population and by selecting classes for testing
using a stratified random sampling procedure.

A semantic

differential, the Attitude Tm·rard Music Inventorv, was developed for this study.

Content validity for the Inventory was

supported by concepts which covered many areas of the semantic
space of Attitude Toward Music and the test-retest reliability
was r. = .875.
A Home Musical Interest Questionnaire vras also
developed, based on previous studies, to assess attitudes and
musical behaviors in the home.
the Questionnaire was r.

= .91.

Test-retest reliability for
Control variables of Sex,

Grade Level, Musical Intelligence and Rhythm Aptitude were
measured by standardized measures.

Teacher Attitude Toward

Teaching r.1usic was judged by the principal and music
supervisor.
Tests were administered by classroom teachers and
other dq,ta were collected by the investigator.

Two-way

analysis of variance tests and a correlatj.on ma.trix provided
the answers to the null hypotheses of this investigation.
The following chapter reports the results of these
statistical tests.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
This chapter will present statistical results which
are relevant to each of the three dependent variables.

-----·

-~---

Data

for Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward School Music
will be presented first.

Section two will present data for

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music,
and the third section will present data for Socioeconomic
Status and Home Musical Interest.

The final section will

present correlations for the main variables of this
investigation.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS AND ATTITUDE TOWARD
SCHOOL MUSIC
Socioeconomic Status and I.Q.
Hypothesis 1 states:

There is no difference in

Attitude Toward School Music between students of different
Socioeconomic Status levels.

Hypothesis 1.1 states:

The

relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
--~-

Toward School Music is not affected by I.Q.
Table I shows that no significant interaGtion or
main effects were found for Socioeconomic Status or I.Q,
On this basis null hypotheses 1 and l.l were accepted, and
it was acknowledged that no real differences occurred in
83

TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD
SCHOOL MUSIC SCORES BY viARNER
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS GROUPS
AND LORGE-THORNDIKE
I.Q. GROUPS

ss

Source
Socioeconomic Level

df

F

MS

1501.425

3

500.475

n. s.

934.875

1

934.875

n. s.

8699.957

3

2899.986

n. s.

Within Cells

606385.813

392

1546.902

Total

617552.070

399

I.Q. Level

Socioeconomic Level
x I.Q. Level

---

Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
.

·.

Socioeconomic Status
•

0
H

LL

•

~
Low
M
:;; (below 103.5)(S.D.)
"d

e
0

.<::
E-<
I

~

N

High
lo1
(above 103.5)(S.D.)
N

UL

u~

UM&U

102.556 109.094 . 119.394 114..457
(40.845) (40.103) (39.282) (36.779)
66
64
36
35
1Hl.324 117.375 110.152 118.257
(35.892) (42.954) (36.965) (39.414)
66
64
34
35

--

-----··

Attitude Toward School Music scores among students from
different Socioeconomic Status levels, and that I.Q. level
did not affect this relationship.
Grade Level
Hypothesis 1.2 states:

The relationship between

-·-·

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward School lJ!usic is
not affected by Grade Level.

With the data reorganized

according to Grade Level, it can be seen from Table II that
no significant interaction was found between Socioeconomic
Status and Grade Level.

On this basis null hypothesis 1.2

was accepted, and Grade Level was acknowledged as having no
effect on the relationship between Socioeconomic Status and
Attitude Toward School Music.
A significant main effect was found for Grade Level.
This result indicated that, as Grade Level increased from
four to six, Attitude Toward School fllusic became lese
positive.

r:_

Hypothesis 1.3 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude 'l'oward School Music is not
affected by Sex.

~nen

the data were reorganized according

to Sex, as in Table III, no significant interaction was found
between Socioeconomic Status and Sex.

As a result, null

hypothesis 1.3 was accepted, and it was acknowledged that
Sex had no effect on the relationship between Socioeconomic
Status and Atti.tude Toward School Music.

--~-·------
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TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
MUSIC SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS GROUPS AND GRADE LEVEL
Source

ss

df

Socioeconomic Level

551.300

3

183.767

104443.813

2

52221.906

38.672*

14616.105

6

2436.018

n. s.

Within Cells

854801.563

633

1350.397

Total

974412.781

644

Grade Level
Socioeconomic Level
x Grade Level

~·1S

F
n. s.

*Significant at the .001 level
Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
Socioeconomic Status
LL
Fourth

N

r-l

<ll

>
;J)
1-'1
<ll

M
(S.D.)

Fifth

Ill

(S.D.)
N

"d
oj

UL

LM

UM&U

129.793 137.083 119.441 125.050
(33.722) (37.257) (40.415) (32. 524)
72
40
59
53
120.185 114.356 120.587 124.257
(3). 514) (42.538) (36.001) (38.201)
46
45
39
54

1-4

0

Sixth

Ill

(S.D.)
N

---

96.482
96.942 104.527
99.356
(313.975) (37.051) (34. 453) (34.801)
69
54
55
59

'~

87
~
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TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
1'-IDSIC SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS GROUPS AND SEX

ss

Source
Socioeconomic Level

df

MS

1225.915

3

408.638

94812.250

1

94812.250

355.708

3

118.569

Within Cells

878018.813

637

1378.365

Total

974412.686

644

Sex
Socioeconomic Level
xSex

F

n. s.

68. 786*
n. s.

*Signii'icant at the .001 lev·e1
Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell

--~-

Socioeconomic Status
LL
M

Boys

~I

(S.D.)
N

UL

LM

UM&U

103.388 105.745 104.454 101.029
(38.809) {43.961) (38.3$9) (38.727)
102
86
70
85

~

-~-----

Girls

M

(S.D.)
N

128.829 129.988 126.487 127.029
(32.296) (35.797) (33.350) (30.367)
68
76
84
74
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Table III also shows a significant main effect for
Sex.

This finding indicates that girls held a more positive

Attitude Toward School Music than did boys.
Musical Intelligence
Hypothesis 1.4 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward School Music is not
affected by Musical Intelligence.

By reorganizing the data

according to Musical Intelligence, it can be seen from Table
IV that no significant interaction was found between Socioeconomic Status and l1lusical Intelligence and no main effects
occurred.

As a result, null hypothesis 1.4 was accepted,

and Musical Intelligence was ackno'tlledged as having no effect
on the relationship

bet~reen

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude

Tov1ard School Ht..sic.
Rhythm Aptitude
Hypothesis 1. 5 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude To\'!ard School
affected by Rhythm Aptitude.

I~usic

is not

When the data were reorganized

according to Rhythm Aptitude, as in Table V, a significant
interaction between Socioeconomic Status and Rhythm Aptitude
was found.
Figure 1 illustrates this interaction.

As Rhythm

Aptitude scores increased, the Attitude Toward School
Music scores within the lower-lower Socioeconomic Status
group became more negative while the Attitude T01-rard
School Husic scores within the lower-middle Socioeconomic

89
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TABLE IV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
MUSIC SCORES BY I'TARNER SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS GROUPS AND WING MUSICAL
INTELLIGENCE GROUPS
-

ss

Source
. Socioeconomic Level
Musical Intelligence
Level

df

MS

F

2781.187

3

929.062

n. s.,

1772.854

2

886.427

n. s.

------

-

Socioeconomic Level
x Musical
Intelligence Level

16848.891

6

2808.148

Within Cells

786168.31.3

514

1529.510

'l.'otal

807571.245

525

n. s-

---

-

---

---

Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
Socioeconomic Status

LL

(1)

<.>

~

(1)

•.-i

--

..-1
..-1

..,
(1)

~

H

.-I

ro
0

•rl
II)

:@
~
~

-

UL

L!Vi

= --- -

UM&U

--

LO'I-T
M
(lower 30%) (S.D.)
N

107.024 109.661 117.270 123.650
( 43. 697) (41.399) (41.055) {)6.436)
20
41
59
37

Average
M
(middle 40%)(S.D.)

119.082 120.000 104.146 106, 91l.4
(35.953) (40.994) (38.434) <34.1'71)
61
Bl
36
55

N

High
M
(upper 30%) (S.D.)
N

117.042 120.978 ll8.9ll 107.1$2
(31.185) {44.735) {33.980) (38.187)
24
22
45
45

--

-

-·-
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TABLE V
ANALYSIS OF VA.RIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
MUSIC SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS GROUPS AND DRAKE
. RHYTHM APTITUDE
Source

ss

df

Socioeconomic Level

723.107

3

241.036

n. s.

Rhythm Level

12937.059

2

6468.527

4.369**

Socioeconomic Level
x Rhythm Level

22030.230

6

3671.705

2. 480~·

Within Cells

938733.438

634

1480.652

Total

974423.834

645

.F

MS

~---

*Significant at t.he .05 level
**Significant at the .01 level
Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell

--------

Socioeconomic Status
LL
Low
ri!
(lower 30%) (S.D.)
N

Average
~I
(middle 40%)(S.D.)
N

High
M
(upper 30%) (S.D.)
N

UL

-

:t.M

I

.

UM&U

129.063 126.635 110.119 119.525
{35.685) (35. 756) (38.393) (38.333)
63
42
40 ___j
48
115.578 109.761 115.471 106.152
(44.971) ( 41.369) (40.851) (33.8?5)
68
67
46
7l
99.768 113.804 117.320 116.269
(40.202) (31.865) (37.579) (39.882)
56
50
52
43

91

133
130
Ill
<I>

k

127

"

124

0

(/)

----~-

-~-----

LL
UL

121

-

- -

118
115
112

LM

109

106
103
100
,------
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941--------------------------------Average
High
Low
Rhythm
Aptitude

Rhythm
Aptitude

Rhythm
Aptitude

FIGURE 1. INTERACTION OF GROUP MEANS ON
ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL MUSIC SCORES
WITHIN EACH SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
GROUP BY RHYTHM APTITUDE GROUPS

e-
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group became more positive.
~1usic

The Attitude Toward School

scores within the upper-lower and upper-middle Socio- ·

economic groups unexplicably formed a U-shaped curve as
Rhythm Aptitude scores increased.

On this basis null

hypothesis 1.5 was rejected, and Rhythm Aptitude was acknowl-

-~~--

edged to have a significant effect on the relationship
between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude To'r1ard School Ivlusic.
Teacher Attitude Toward
Teaching Music
..

Hypothesis 1. 6 states:

---------------

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward School Music is not
affected by Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music.

By

reorganizing the data according to Teacher Attitude Toward
Teaching Music, it can be seen from Table VI thai;. no significant tnteraction was found between Socioeconomic Status and
Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music.

As a result, null

hypothesis 1.6 was accepted, and it was acknowledged that
~-----

>-----------'

Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching I-iusic had no effect on the

----

relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward
School J\ljusic.
A significant main effect was found for Teacher
Attitude Toward Teaching Music.
teachers

>~ith

This result indica.tes that

positive attitudes about teaching music had

students with more positive Attitudes Toward School Jvlusic
than did teachers with neutral attitudes about teaching
music.

-----
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TABLE VI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE 'rOWARD SCHOOL
MUSIC SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS GROUPS AND TEACHER ATTITUDE
TOvlARD TEACHING MUSIC
Source
Socioeconomic Level

ss

df

701.561

3

MS

233.854

F

n. s.
~~-

17676.711

1

17676.711

2808.200

3

936.067

ilfithin Cells

953236.313

638

1494.101

Total

971.,.422. 785

645

Teacher Attitude
Socioeconomic Level
x Teacher Attitude

11.831*
n. s.

*Significant at the .001 level
.~---

Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
Socioeconomic Status
<I>

LL

'0

;:l

+'
•ri
+'
+'

<!!

M

Neutral

(S.D.)
N

!..

(!)

.s::
()

<1l
<J.l

E-<

M

Positive (S.D.)
N

UL

11'-1

--

UM&U
____;

111.052 108.518 lo8.466. 112.373
(39.484) (45.809) (39.536) (40.635)
85
97
73
75 ~
I--·
121.831 123.574 119.828 115. 587
(34. 582) (37.668) (35.454) (32.638)
101
65
87
63
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS AND ATTITUDE TOWARD
OUT-OF-SCHOOL MUSIC
Socioeconomic Status and I.Q.
Hypothesis 2 states:

There is no difference in

Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music between students of
different Socioeconomic Status levels.
states:

Hypothesis 2.1

The relationship between Socioeconomic Status and

Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music is not

affec~~d ~¥:

I.Q.

Table VII shows that no significant interaction or
main effects were found for Socioeconomic Status and I.Q.
On this basis null hypotheses 2 and 2.1 were accepted, and
it was acknowledged that no real differences occurred in
k

Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music scores among students
from different Socioeconomic Status levels, and that I.Q.
did not affect this relationship.

-~---

Grade Level
Hypothesis 2.2 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music
is not affected by Grade Level.

With the data reorganized

according to Grade Level, it can be seen from Table VIII
that no significant interaction vras found between Socioeconomic Status and Grade Level.

As a result, null hypothesis

2.2 was accepted, and Grade Level was acknowledged as
having no effect on the relationship between

Socioeconom~.c

Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.
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TABLE VII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD OUT OF
. SCHOOL ~lliSIC SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS GROUPS AND LORGETHORNDIKE I.Q. GROUPS
Source

ss

Socioeconomic Level

1457.198

3

485.733

n. s.

I.Q. Level

1275.851

1

1275.851

n. s.

Socioeconomic Level
X I.Q. Level

2883.645

3

961.215

n. s.

Within Cells

362969.688

392

925.943

Total

368586.382

399

df

MS

F

Mean, Ste.ndard Deviation and
N for each cell

-·---

.

Socioeconomic Status

•

.

0'
H

LL

UL

LM

UM&u

(])

~
~

e

0

.<::

E-<
I

(])

!-1
0

o-:l

117.806 123.172 128 ..212 126.343
(33.380) (30.006} (32.4El6) (30 .103)
66
64
36
35

Low
M
(below l03.5)(S.D.)
N

High
M
(above l03.5){S.D.)
N

.

------------

126.941 131.016 124 •.\-85 130.086
(25.909) (30.900) (29.El7l) (28.459)
66
64
35
34

-
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TABLE VIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD
OUT-OF-SCHOOL MUSIC SCORES BY
WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
GROUPS AND GRADE LEVEL
Source

ss

df

MS

Socioeconomic Level

859.220

3

286.407

26866.176

2

13433.086

15 .146*

6510.840

6

1085.140

n.s.

Within Cells

561418.813

633

$$6.917

Total

595655.049

644

Grade Level
Socioeconomic Level
x Grade Level

F
n. s.

*Significant at the .001 level

Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell

~---

Socioeconomic Status
LL
...-1

Fourth

M
(S.D.)
N

Fifth

M
(S.D.)
N

Sixth

M
(S.D.)

(])

~

(])

>-'I
QJ

"Cl
<U
H
d

N

UL

LM

.

UM&U

139.717 137.375 128.763 133.900
(27.868) (31. 873) (32.964) ( 2tl. 5161
72
59
~-0
53
-·-128.407 123.645 125. }Ol, 129.949
(30.422) (35.569) 04.686) (30.861)
46
54
45
39
114.352 122.362 122.146 119.492
(28.512) (26.174) (24.491) (25.2?6)
69
54
55
59
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Table VIII also shows a significant main effect for

"-

==-=-=

Grade Level.

This result indicates t.hat Attitude Toward

Out-of-SchoolMusic became less positive as Grade Level
increased from four to six.

Hypothesis 2.3 states: The relationship between
Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music
is not. affected by Sex.

When the data were reorganized

according to Sex, as in Table IX, no significar:t interaction
was found bet'iveen Socioeconomic Status and Sex.

I

--"""

On this

basis, null hypothesis 2.3 was accepted and Sex was acknowledged to have no effect on the relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude

To~cmrd

Out-of-School Music.

A significant main effect was found for Sex.

This

indicates that boys held less positive attitudes toward
------~----·-----~---·--~--~--~ . ---~---·-~ . -~---~--0-----·------ . ,
music outside of school than did girls.
Musical Intelligence
Hypothesis 2.4 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music
is not affected by Musical Intelligence.

With the data

reorganized according to Musical Intelligence, Table X shows
that no significant interaction or main effects were found
for Socioeconomic Status and Musical Intelligence.

As a

result, null hypothesis 2.4 was accepted, and it was
acknowledged that JV!usical Intelligence had no effect on the
~~ -----~-~----- --------------------

:-"
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TABLE IX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TO\•TARD
OUT-OF-SCHOOL MUSIC SCORES BY
WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
GROUPS AND SEX

- ---

Source

ss

df

Socioeconomic Level

1018.627

3

339.542

53805.535

1

53805.535

80.465

3

26.822

Within Cells

540748.938

637

848.899

Total

595653.565

644

Sex
Socioeconomic Level
x Sex

·;<

MS

F
n. s.

63.383*

=

-

n. s.

*Significant at the .001 level
,------

Mear,, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
~---

Socioeconomic Status
LL
M

Boys

(S.D.)
N

~I
Girls

M
(S.D.)
N

UL

LM

UM&U.

ll8.835 ll9.S33 116.895 118.157
(32.630) (32. 538) (30.501+)1 (29.414)
102
.
86
70
85
137.013 138.988 13 5. 487 135.338j
(25.063) (26.8591 (28.179) ( 24.• 626)
68
84
76
74

-

c---
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TABLE X
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD OUT-OFSCHOOL MUSIC SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS GROUPS AND WING MUSICAL
IN'l'ELLIGENCE GROUPS

-

----------

---

Source

ss

df

Socioeconomic Level

2768.688

3

922.896

n. Sa

Musical Intelligence
Level

4552.660

2

2276.330

n. s.

Socioeconomic Level
x Musical
Intelligence Level

11609.883

6

1934.980

n. s.

Within Cells

481969.563

514

937.684

Total

500900.794

525

MS

------~---

F

Mean, Standard Dev~on and
N for each cell

---

Socioeconomic Status
LL

•rl

~
~
Q)

..,
~

H

rl

Low
M
(lower 3o%) (S.D.)
N

Average . M
(middle 40%)(S.D.)
N

oj

.~
Ill

~

M
High
(upper JO%) (S.D.)
N

--

UL

LM

116.171 122.492 126.892
(35.825) (29.485) (32.557)
41
37
59
131.689 130.531 117.291
(29.121) (32.129) (32.299)
61
81
55

UM&U

128.200
(31.051)
20

122.056
(29.092)
36
131.667 133.511 132.089 119.864
(23.157) (32.202) (24.198) (31.308)
22
24
45 _l_45

,_,_ -_

-

------
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relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward Out-of-School Music.
Rhythm Aptitude
Hypothesis 2.5 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music
is not affected by Rhythm Aptitude.

By reorganizing the

data according to Rhythm Aptitude, .it can be seen from
Table XI that no significant interaction or main effects
were found for Socioeconomic Status and Rhythm Aptitude.

On

this basis, null hypothesis 2.5 was accepted and Rhythm
Aptitude was acknowledged as having no effect on the relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward
Out-of-School Music.
Teacher Attitude Toward
Teaching Music
Hypothesis 2.6 states:

The relationship bet.:een

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Nusic
is not affected by Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music.
When the data were reorganized according to Teacher Attitude
Toward Teaching Music, as in Table XII, no significant
interaction

\'laS

found between S,ocioeconomic Status and

Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music.

As a result, null

hypothesis 2.6 was accepted, and it was acknowledged that
Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music had no effect on the
relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toi'rard
Out-of-School Music.
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TABLE XI

~

t;--- -

----

~-

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD OUT OF
SCHOOL MUSIC SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS GROUPS AND
DRAKE RHYTHM APTITUDE

"'

~~-----

--

ss

Source
Socioeconomic Level
Rhythm Level
Socioeconomic Level
x Rhythm Level

df

MS

---------~-

F

814.020

3

271.340

n. s.

2637.769

2

1318.884

n.s.
- - -- -

6861.059

6

1143.510

Within Cells

585351.438

634

923.267

Total

595164.286

645

n. s.

'" Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
Socioeconomic Status
LL
a>

~

+'
+'

•rl

Low
M
(lower 30%) (S.D.)
N

Average
Jvl
(middle 40%) (S.D. )
N

~

High
M
(upper 30%) (S.D.)
N

UL

LM

ill'l&U

135.625 132.952 122.310 127.850
(31. 579) ( 31. 544) (25.9591 1 (30.2a4l
48
42
40
63
125.352 126.090 127.588 121.587
(31!-. 772) (28.651) (33.!;.97) (25.368)
68
67
46
71
121.581 126.321 125.320 ·130.135
(35.271) (27.440) (31. 736) (25.802)
56
50
52
43

--------
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TABLE XII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD OUT OF
SCHOOL MUSIC SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS GROUPS AND TEACHER ATTITUDE
TO'iJARD TEACHING MUSIC

'
,.---

Source

ss

df

MS

Socioeconomic Level

$92.738

3

297.579

n. s.

Teacher Attitude

3749.778

1

3749.778

4.061*

Socioeconomic Level
x Teacher Attitude

1882.382

3

627.461

n. s.

Within Cells

589139.813

638

923.417

Total

595664.711

61+5

*Significant at the

. oc;
/

F

level

l-1eau. Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
'-=-

Socioeconomic Status
Q)

't:l
::s
p
•.-1
p
p

<

LL '
Neutral

M
(S.D.)
N

LM

UL

UM&U

124.206 12L,.l06 12L;.l23 126.640
( 31. s96 l I 01.699 J (32.'712) (30. 888)
97
85
73
75

~.
I!)

.<::
(.)

cU

())

E-<

1>1

Positive

(S.D. )
N

132.154 132.168 126.644 126.603
(2cl. 374) (31.033)1 (29.236) ( 25.370)
65
63
101
87

i

I

-

··--------·
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Table XII also shows a sign.ificant main effect for
Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music.

This finding indi-

cates that students held more positive attitudes tor,rard
music outside of school when their teacher had a positive
attitude toward teaching music in school.
------·~--

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SOCIOECONmHC
STATUS AND HOME MUSICAL INTEREST
Socioeconomic Status and I.Q.
Hypothesis 3 states:

There is no difference in the

Home Musical Interest reported by students of different
Socioeconomic Status levels.

Hypothesis 3.1 states:

The

relationship betweetl Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical
Interest is not affect;ed by I.Q.
Table XIII shows that no significant interaction was
found, but a significant main effect was present for So·cioeconomic Status.

On this basis null hypothesis 3 wa::.

rejected, and the differences in Home Musical Interest scores
were accepted as being significantly beyond chance variation.
This finding indicates that high socioeconomic students
reported more musical interest in their homes than did low
socioeconomic students.

In contrast, hypothesis 3.1 was

accepted, and it was acknowledged that I.Q. had no effect on
the relationship betKeen Socioeconomic Status and Home
Musical Interest.
A significant main effect was also found for I.Q.
This result indicates that students in the high I.Q. group

-----
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TABLE XIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HOME !lmSICAL INTEREST
SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
GROUPS AND LORGE-THORNDIKE
I.Q. GROUPS
Source

ss

df

MS

F

Socioeconomic Level

936.381

3

312.127

3.689*

I.Q. Level

595.267

1

595.267

7.035*

Socioeconomic Level ·
X I.Q, Level

266.586

3

88.862

n. s.

Within Cells

33167.566

392

84.611

Total

34965.800

399

---

*Significant at the .01 level
---

.-Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell

I

Socioeconomic Status

•
•

CY

LL

H

Low
M
(below 103.5) (S.D.)
N

High
~~~
(above 103.5) (S.D.)
N

22.389
(8.537)
36

UL

LM

UNi&U

26.078 26.091 25.171
(9.745) (9.143) (8.850)
66
61~
35

24.235
27.?97 27.591 :31.114
(8.046) (10.153) (9.303) (8.192)
66
64
35
34

·- -
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reported more musical interest in their homes than did
students in the low I.Q. group.
Grade Level
Hypothesis 3.2 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest is not
affected by Grade Level.

When the data were reorganized

according to Grade Level, it can be seen from Table XIV that
no significant interaction was found between Socioeconomic
Status and Grade Level.

As a result, null hypothesis 3.2

was accepted, at•J.d Grade Level was acknowledged as having no
effect on the relationship between Socioeconomic Status and
Home l'lusical Interest.

Hypothesis 3.3 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest is not
affected by Sex.

By reorganizing the data according to Sex,

as in Table XV, no significant interaction was found between
Socioeconomic Status and Sex.

On this basis, null hypothesis

3.3 was accepted and it was acknowledged that Sex had no
effect on the significant relationship bet1-reen Socioeconomic
Status and Home l'1usical Interest.

----------

Musical Intelligence
Hypothesis 3.4 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest is not
affected by !J!usical Intelligence.

\'Ji th the data reorganized

according to Jl1usical Intelligence, it can be seen from
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TABLE XIV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HOME MUSICAL INTEREST
SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOHIC STATUS
GROUPS AND GRADE LEVEL

ss

Source
Socioeconomic Level

3682.036

df

MS

F

1227.345

14.M7*

215.983

n. s.
n. s.

Grade Level

431.966

3
2

Socioeconomic Level
x Grade Level

764.289

6

127.381

Within Cells

52187.332

633

82.444

Total

57065.623

644

*Significant at the ,001 level

Mean, Standard Deviation. and
N i'or each cell
Socioeconomic Status
LL

.-1
(J)

M
Fourth . (S.D.)
N

:>
(J)

Fifth

M
(S.D.)
N

Sixth

(S.D.)
N

i-1
(I)

rc:J

rn

H
0

M

22.377
(9.526)
53

UL

LM

UJi!&U

25.722 24.932 26.225
(9.782) (9.347) (9.689)
40
59
72

21.259
25.511 24.565 28.923
(8.267) (10.237) (8.679) (8.305)
46
54
45
39
20.907
(8.299)
54

26.101 29.273 29.424
(9.157) (8.799) (8. 478,
69
55
59

---------

1

I

i.
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TABLE XV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HOME MUSICAL
INTEREST SCORES BY WARNER
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
GROUPS AND SEX

---

---"------

Source

ss

Socioeconomic Level

3794.394

3

1264.798

Sex

290.131

1

290.131

n. s .

Socioeconomic Level
x Sex

289.774

3

96.591

n. s.

52691.480

637

82.718

57065.779

6L;4

Within Cells
.. Total

MS

df

-~-

F

15. 290>:'

*Significant at the .001 level
----

Mean, Sta.ndard Deviation and
N for each cell
Socioeconomic Status
UL

LM

UM&U

(S.D.)

21.918
(9.584)

N

85

25.088
(9.865)
102

25.488
(9.102)
86

26.929
(9.418)
?0

26.690
( 9. 294)
84

27.284
( 9. 218)

I 2q,824
(8.68013)

~-~

Boys

]I
Girls

·-

LL

M
(S.D. )
N

DJ"

579)

6

1

7~-

-----
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Table XVI that no significant interaction was found between
Socioeconomic Status and Musical Intelligence.

As a result,

null hypothesis 3.4 was accepted, and Musical Intelligence
was acknowledged as having no effect on the significant
relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical
-·-~----~-----

Interest,
Table XVI also shows a significant main effect for
Musical Intelligence.

This finding indicates that students

with high Musical Intelligence tended to come from homes
with more reported musical interest.
Rhythm Aptitude
Hypothesis 3.5 states:

The relationship between

Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest is not
affected by Rhyti1m Aptitude.

"l'ii th the data reorganized

according to Rhythm Aptitude, Table XVII shows that no
significant interaction betw8en Socioeconomic Status and
Rhythm Aptitude was found.

On this basis null hypothesis

3. 5 was accepted, and it was acknm-rledged that Rhythm
Aptitude had no effect on the significant relationship
between Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest.
Teacher Attitude Toward
Teaching Music
Hypothesis 3. 6 states:

The relationship

bet~~een

Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest is not
affected by Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music.

W11en

the data were reorganized according to Teacher Attitude

----

-------
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TABLE XVI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HOME MUSICAL INTEREST
SCORES BY WARNER SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
GROUPS AND WING !1/,USICAL
INTELLIGENCE GROUPS

ss

Source

F

1975.073

3

658.357

7. 967'~

2550.602

2

1275.301

15.433*

430.590

6

71.765

Within Cells

42475.473

514

82.637

Total

47431.738

525

Socioeconomic Level
~iusical

Level

Intelligence

Socioeconomic Level
x Musical
Intelligence Level

\o:

MS

df

-----

n.s.

*Significant at the .001 level
Mean, .Standard Deviation and
N for each cell

r-=-

Sodoeoonomio

LL
Low
M
(lower 30%) (S.D.)
N

Average
M
(middle 40%)(S.D.)
N

High
M
(upper 3070 (S.D.)
N

UL

St>tu~

Lr-1

m·1&U

23.500
23.898 24.703
19.171
(9.1;.16)
(7.215)
(8.369) (10.492)
20
41
59
37
25.111
22.098
24.753 25.855
(8.957) (8.92'7) (9.232) (10. 569)~
81
61
36
..55
22.500
(8.188)
24

30.356 28.622
(8.378) (8.822)
45
45

31.227
(8.023)
22

J

----
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TABLE XVII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD HOME
MUSICAL INTEREST SCORES BY WARNER
SOCIOECONQJi,IC STATUS GROUPS
AND DRAKE RHYTHH APTITUDE
Source

ss

df

MS

F

Socioeconomic Level

3898.373

3

1299.458

15.654*

21.430

2

10.715

Rhythm Level
Socioeconomic Level
x Rhythm Level

j

n. s.
------

696.588

6

116.098

Within Cells

52628.840

634

83.011

Total

57245.231

645

n. s.

' *Significant at t;he .001 level
ri!ean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
Socioeconomic Status

Q)

Low

fJl

~(lower 30%1 (S.D.)
N

~->

•rl

p

Average
M
(middle 4o%l(S.D.}

ti

High

LL

UL

LM

Ul\>l&U

22.042
(9.151)
48

25.937
(9.327)
63

25.64.3
(6.899)
4.2

26.950
(9.761)
40

21.915
(9.718)

25.485
(9.596)
68

27. 67!,
(8.?49)
46

28.020
(9.11-78)
50

30.038
(8.010)
52

N

71

26.716
(9.378)
67

M

. 20.023
(9.321)
43

24.589
(8.987)
56

(upper 30%) (S.D.)
N

--
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Toward Teaching JV!usic, it can be seen from Table XVIII that
no significant interaction between Socioeconomic Status and
Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music was found.

As a

result, null hypothesis 3.6 was accepted and Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music ,.;as ackno,.;ledged as· having no
effect on the significant relationship between Socioeconomic
Status and Home Musical Interest.
CORRELATIONAL HYPOTHESES
Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward School Music
Hypothesis 4 states:

There is no significant

relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward School

~f:usic.

It can be seen from Table XIX that no

significant cor:r-elation occurred bet'l:een Socioecononic Status
and Attitude Toward School Music.

On this basis, null

hypothesis 4 was accepted anr. it was acknowledged that no
relationship exists between Socioeconomic Status and
Attitude Toward School Music.
~-~-

,----

Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward Out-o{-School Music
Hypothesis 5 states:

There is no significant

relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude Toward
Out-of -School Jvlusic.

Table XIX shows that no significant

correlation was found between Socioeconomic Status and
Attitude To\vard Out-of-School Music.

As a result, null

hypothesis 5 was accepted and it was acknowledged that no

-

---
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TABLE XVIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE· OF HOME ~.WSICAL INTEREST
SCORES BY 1t.'ARNER SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
GROUPS AND TEACHER ATTITUDE
TOWARD TEACHING MUSIC

Source

ss

Socioeconomic Level

3767.155

3

1255.718

310.025

1

310.025

Teacher Attitude

df

MS

----------··

F

15.164*
n .. s.
c::c

Socioeconomic Level
x Teacher Attitude

-

---=

335.825

3

111.942

\nli thin Cells

52832.129

638

82.809

Total

57245.134

645

n. s.

.( *Significant at t;he .001 level
~------

Mean, Standard Deviation and
N for each cell
:-----

Socioeconomic Status

Q)

"d

...,::s
•d
...,
+' .

<

LL
M

Neutral

N

!-o
Q)
.<:1
(.)

<U
<1l

~

(S.D.)
M

Positive

(S.D.)
N

UL

LM

20.309 25.024 25.795
(8.037) (10.179) (9.112)
85
73
97
23.154 26.475 26.759
(9.378) (9.120) (9.250)
101
87
65

-

~-----·

ill'l&U

-

-

28.987
(9.029)
75
27.603
(8.626)
63

------
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TABLE XIX
CORRELATIONS OF SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS TO ATTITUDE
TOWARD SCHOOL TITUSIC, ATTITUDE TOWARD OUT-OFSCHOOL MUSIC, TOTAL ATTITUDE TOWARD l<!USIC
AND HOME MUSICAL INTEREST (N = 646}

= -- -

Socioeconomic
Status
Attitude Toward School Music

n. s.

Attitude Toward Out--of-School Music

n.s.

Total Attitude 'l'oward Music

n. s .

Home Musical Interest

• 266*

*Significant at the .001 level

---·--

---
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relationship exists between Socioeconomic Status and
Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.
Socioeconomic Status and Total
Attitude Toward Music
Hypothesis 6 states:

There is no significant

relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Total Attitude
Toward Music.

-.•--

It can be seen from Table XIX that no signifi-

cant correlation occurred between Socioeconomic Status and
Total Attitude Toward

~~usic.

On this basis, null hypot,hesis

6 was accepted and it was acknowledged that no relationship
exists between Socioeconomic Status and Total Attitude
Toward Music.
Socioeconomic Status and
Home Musical Interest

Hypothesis 7 states:

There is no significant

relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Home Nusical
Interest.
of r.

Table XIX shows that a significant correlation

= .266 was found to exist between Socioeconomic Status

and Home Musical Interest.

This finding indicates that

7 percent of the variance of Home Musical Interest can be
attributed to Socioeconomic Status, and that high socioeconomic status and high musical interest in the home tend to
coexist.

As a result, null hypothesis 7 was rejected and it

was acknowledged that a low, significant relationship existed
between Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest. 1
1 correlations for all variables in this study appear
in Appendix C.

------

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A summary of the statistical results pertaining to
each dependent variable and incidental findings will be presented first in this chapter.

Conclusions will be summarized

next, and the final sections will list recorrunendations of
this study and recommendations for further study.
SUMMARY FOR SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
WITH EACH DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward School Musi~
The statistical analysis showed that no significant
differences in Attitude Toward School Music existed for
different Socioeconomic Status levels and that no significant correlation existed between these two variables.

The

correlation results agreed with Rainbow's findings at the
elementary level 1 and supported the position that there is
no relationship between Attitude Toward School Music and
Socioeconomic Status at the fourth, fifth and sixth grade
-·-

levels.

It appears that, at the intermediate grade levels,

lEdward L. Rainbow, "A Pilot Study to Investigate
Constructs of r~usical Aptitude" (unpublished Doctor's
dissertation, State University of Iowa, 1963),
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students from the lowest socioeconomic levels are just as
likely to feel positively toward school music as are students
§_

from the highest socioeconomic levels.
Cell means for the analysis of variance test
.indicated that all Socioeconomic Status groups .held a moderately positive Attitude Toward School

~lusic.

'tlhen I.Q.,

Grade Level, Sex, Musical Intelligence and Teacher Attitude
To'11ard Teaching Music were controlled and examined in terms
of Attitude Toward School Music, no significant differences
within Socioeconomic Status levels were found.

It is evident

that these control variables did not affect attitudes

~lithin

the Socioeconomic Status groups.
One control variable, Rhythm Aptitude, did
differentially af£'ect .lV'cti tude Toward School Music scores

within each Socioeconomic Status level.

As Rhythm Aptitude

increased, lower-lower class students became more negative
toward school music and lower-middle class students became
more positive toward school music.

No statements could be

found in the literature to explain this interaction.

One

might speculate that, as Rhythm Aptitude increases, a subject is more strongly attracted to a specific type of music
which he prefers.

If this t'l'ere true, these results might

indicate that lower-lower class students prefer a type of
music not found at school, while lower-middle class students
feel more accepting toward school-style music.

This hypothe-

sis was in the area of musical taste, however, and beyond
the limits of the present study.

The U-shaped interaction

-

------
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of the upper-lower and upper-middle Socioeconomic groups
can only be attributed to chance on the basis of present
knowledge.

Other studies on these factors are needed.

The finding in this study concerning Socioeconomic
Status and Attitude Toward School lwlusic did not form a
consistent pattern with other findings at the junior high
school and high school levels. Both Watson 2 and Rainbow3
reported significant positive correlations at the high school
level bet•Teen measures of socioeconomic level and music attitude, and Rainbow found a significant positive relationship
at the junior high school level.

By combining the results

of those studies with results of this investigation, it
appears that Attitude To;·rard School lw1usic and Socioeconomic
Status function independently in intermediate grade students,
but a change may occur, and by junior high school there is
a significant relationship between these two variables.
This change in relationship appeared in Rainbow's
correlations between his elementary and junior high school
subjects but no interpretation was offered.

Such a change

might result from the gradual development of a more culturally determined musical taste as students advance in age
and cultural awareness.

Peer pressure or a drop in general

att,itude toward school might be factors in this change.

On

2Thomas 1tlilliam Watson, "A Study of lliusical Attitudes
and Their Relationship to Environment Among Rural SocioEconomically Deprived Students in Central Oklahoma" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Oklahoma, 1968).
3Rainbow, loc. cit.

~-~----------
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the basis of present information, it is only possible to say
that students hold a generally positive Attitude Toward
. § __ -

School Music until about grade seven, at which time that

"'
~------'--"----

generally positive feeling appears to be replaced by differ-

~-

ential attitudes typical of different socioeconomic groups.
To summarize, Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward s·chool Music operated as independent factors in the
subjects of this study.

This result agreed with a previously

mentioned study at the intermediate grades but was not
consistent with findings at the junior high and high school
levels.

The factors of I.Q., Grade Level, Sex, Musical

Intelligence and Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music did
not correspond with differences in school music attitudes
within the different socioeconomic groups.

An j_nteraction

between Rhythm Aptitude and Socioeconomic Status significantly affected Attitude Toward Music scores, and it was
postulated that this interaction may have resulted from
differences in musical taste.
Socioeconomic Status
-and Attitude Tm;fard
Out-of-School l\1usic
The statistical analysis showed no significant
differences in Attitude Toward Out-of-School

~tlusic

for

different Socioeconomic Status groups and no significant
correlation -.,;as found between these two variables.

The

correlation agreed with Rainbow's findings concerning
"Interest in J:.lusic" at, the elementary lev.el4 and supported

4rbid.

--------
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the position that differences in Attitude Toward Out-ofSchool Music are not associated with differences in Socioeconomic Status at the fourth, fifth and sixth grade levels.
The relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward Out-of-School Music which was proposed in Chapter II
did not appear.

For intermediate grade subjects, Attitude

Toward Out-of-School Music appears to function independently
of Socioeconomic Status and low Socioeconomic Status students
are just as likely to feel positive toward music experience
outside of school as are high Socioeconomic Status students.
Cell means of the analysis of' variance test indicates
that all groups exhibited a moderately positive Attitude
Toward Out-of-School Music.

When I.Q., Grade Level, Sex,

Musical Intelligence, Rhythm Aptitude and Teacher Attitude
Toward Teaching Music were controlled and exa'llined in terms
of Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music, no significant
differences within Socioeconomic Status levels were found.
It is evident that none of the control variables affected
attitudes within the socioeconomic groups.
The correlation found in this study did not form a
consistent pattern with other research results at the junior
high and high school levels.

Significant positive correla-

tions between measures of socioeconomic leYel and Attitude
Toward Music were found at the high school level by both
Watson5 and Rainbow6 and by Rainbow at the jun:ior high

5watson, loc. cit.

6Rainbow, loc. cit.

---
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school level.

By combining results from those studies and

the present investigation, it appears that Socioeconomic

Status and Attitu.de

To~1ard

Out-of--School Husic function inde-

pendently in intermediate grade students, but a change may
occur so that by junior high school there is a significant
relationship between these two variables.
Rainbow found this change between intermediate
grades and junior high school in his study, and the correlation from this investigation supports his intermediate
grade finding.

Such a change may be due to expanding cul-

tural awareness, a pattern of growing musical preference or
peer group influence.

It may also indicate that different

musical patterns associated with different socioeconomic
groups begin to make measurable differences in children's
attitudes at about the junior high school level.

This

possible interpretation will be discussed further in the

----

Conclusions section of this chapter.
In sum, Socioeconomic Status and P.ttitude Toward
Out-of-School Music operated as independent factors in the
subjects of this study.

The factors of 1. Q• , Grade Level,

Sex, Musical Intelligence, Rhythm Aptitude and Teacher
...., o-·-:--

Attitude Toward Teaching 1>1usic did not correspond with
differences in out-of-school music attitudes within the
different socioeconomic groups.

This result agreed with a

previously mentioned study at the elementary level but did
not support a pattern of continuity wj.th grades seven through
twelve.

On the basis of this information, it appears that

-"-------·----
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the relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Attitude
Toward Out-of-School Music changes from independence to
positive significance at the junior high school level.
Socioeconomic Status and
Home !11usical Interest

______

,

___ _

~-

-

The statistical analysis showed that significant
differences existed in Home Musical Interest for different
Socioeconomic Status groups and -a positive relationship of-r. = • 266 was found bet•reen these two variables.

Both

findings were significant at the .001 level and indicate that

c __

high socioeconomic status students tend to have high musical
interest at home.

These results agreed with r.irkpatrick at

•the pre-kindergarten lev-el,7 Rainbow at the junior high school
••' and high school levels

e and

o

Coleman at the teen-age level."

\"lith the added. evidence from this investigation, a
consistent pattern can be seen of a low, significant, positive correlation between Socioeconomic Status and the type
and frequency of musical activities in the home,

In the

present study Socioeconomic Status accounted for 7 percent
of the variance of Home

~ftusical·

Interest, with the remain-

ing variance accounted for by other factors.

\11th I.Q,,

7William C. Kirkpatrick, "Relationships Bet11een the
Singing Ability of the Pre--Kindergarten Children and Their
Home Musical Environment" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Southern California, 1962).
$Rainbow, loc. cit.
9Alvin B. Coleman, "School Related Attitudes and
Behaviors of Parents of Achieving Adolescents" (unpublished
.Doctor's dissertation, University of Michigan, 1966).

--~
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Grade Level, Sex, !Viusical Intelligence, Rhythm Aptitude
and Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching Music controlled and
examined in terms of Home Musical Interest, no significant differences within Socioeconomic Status groups were
found.

These results indicate that none of the control

variables were associated with Home Musical Interest within
socioeconomic groups.
This finding did not agree with a study examined
earlier at the intermediate grade leve1. 10 Rainbow found
no significant correlation between Socioeconomic Status
and measures of home musical activity at the fourth, fifth
and sixth grade levels.

f---------

The present investigator had

previously questioned in Chapter II the randomness of' the
socioeconomic qualities in Rainbow's sa'liple population and
predicted a correlation of about .30 between Socioeconomic
---

Status and measures of home musical environments, given a
random test population.
The correlation found in this study (r.
was close to the relationship predicted.

= .266)

Considering the

larger N and the greater care in handling the Socioeconomic Status variable in this investigation, plus the
questionable randomness of Rainbow 1 s elementary test population, the present investigator feels that the results of
this investigation are more valid than those in the Rainbow

1°Ral.'nbo'·'
'' ' loc

. c1.'t .

,__,___

__ _
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study concerning Socioeconomic Status and Home I'-lusical
Interest.

On that basis a low, positive, significant corre-

lation is the best available estimate of the relationship
between socioeconomic level and musical environment in the
home.
To review, significant differences existed in Home
Musical Interest for different Socioeconomic Status groups
and a positive, significant correlation was found between
these variables.

Vfuen I.Q., Grade Level, Sex, Musical

= -------------

Intelligence, Rhythm and Teacher Attitude Toward Teaching
Music were controlled and examined in terms of Home
Musical Interest scores, no significant differences within
,,,

socioeconomic levels were found.

The significant positive

corre}.ation between Socioeconomic Status and Home
d,

~!usieal

Interest for fourth, fifth and sixth grade students was
close to the relationship predicted, and matched a consis-

----

tent pattern of relationships previously verified at the
pre-kindergarten, junior high and high school levels.
~-~~

--

INCIDENTAL FINDINGS
Due to the statistical design of this study,
certain incidental findings >'lere reported in the analysis
of variance tables in Chapter IV.
effects found are noted below.

The significant main

Corresponding correlations

for these main effects appear in the correlation matrix in
Appendix C.
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Attitude Toward Music Measures
and Grade Level
Differences, significant at the .001 level, were
found between Grade Level groups on the two attitude measures, Attitude To'i'rard School Music and Attitude Toward
Out-of-School Music.

Correlations of r.

= -.314 for Grade

Level and Attitude Toward School Music and r •.

=

-----~-----

-.207 for

Grade Level a.'1d Attitude Toward Out-of-School llfusic were
also significant at the .001 level.
These results indicated that, as grade level
increased from four to six, attitude toward both in-school
and out-of-school music became less positive.

Broquist

found the same relationship in his study of \'lisconsin school
children. 11

The decrease in positive Attitude Toward School

Music might be part of a changing pat1jerr1 of student attitudes and interests or might indicate progressively less
emphasis and effort in teaching classroom music at the fifth
and sixth grade levels.

The positive relationship

bet~;een

Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music and Grade Level which
was speculated in Chapter II did not appear.
It can be seen from the sixth grade cell means that
Attitude Toward School Music was not negative and relatively
equal in all Socioeconomic groups.

This indicates that the

decrease in positive feeling toward music was not due to
Socioeconomic factors.

lloliver M, Broquist, "A Survey of the Attitudes of
2594 Wisconsin Elementary School Pupils Toward Their Learn-

ing Experiences in ~~usic" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of 1Jlisconsin, 1961).

--------
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In the present study, fourth graders held a
moderately positive mean Attitude Toward School Music, but
by sixth grade, this mean attitude had changed to neutral
(neutral= 96),

Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music scores

were more positive in each group than the school music
scores, so that when out-of-school attitudes declined from
grades four through six, the sixth graders still held
moderately positive attitudes toward music outside of
school.

Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music scores were

found to be higher than Attitude Tm·mrd School Ivlusic scores,
significant at the .01 leve1. 12 This comparison indicated
that students felt more positively about music outside of
school than about music in school in grades four, five and
six.

These results imply that the school music experiences

being provided may be progressively detrimental to students'
feelings toward music, or this may be part of a decreasingly
posi.ti ve attitude toward all school experience in general.
The negative correlation of r. = -,207 between Grade
Level and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music did not agree
with Rainbow's positive correlation of r. = .263 (significant at the .05 level, N

=

91)

~rhich

he found between "Chron·-

ological Age" and "Interest in Music, 111 3

Since only half of

12 Cell means from matching analysis of variance tests
were compared using the ~Jilcoxon Jlfatched-Pairs Signed·-Rank
Test as explained by Audrey Haber and Richard P, Runyon,
General Statistics (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Co,, 1969), pp. 258-59.
13Rainbo~;, op. cit., p. 106.

----

-
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each "Interest in Music" score in Rainbow's study applied
directly to musical activities outside of school, his variable was only partially comparable to Attitude Toward Out-ofSchool Music used in this study.

Because of this, and the

smaller N of Rainbow's study, the present investigator
reasoned that the results of this study were a more valid
indication of the relationship between Grade Level and
Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music.
= ----------

Attitude Toward Iv!usic
Measures and Sex
Differences on the two attitude measures, Attitude
Toward School Music and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music,
were found between boys and girls, -significant at the .001
'!>

level.

These findings indicate that boys 1 attitudes and

'"'·

girls' attitudes were significantly different concerning
music activities in school and outside of school.
Significant correlations of r.

= .291 between Sex

and Attitude Toward School Music and r. = .280 between Sex
and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music indicate that girls
hold more positive attitudes toward in-school and out-ofschool music activities than do boys.

The speculation in

Chapter II that boys and girls might have similar feelings
concerning Out-of-School music was not supported.

These

results agreed with Broquist's findings on sex differences
concerning Attitude Toward School Music 1 4 and suggested that
1 4Broquist, loc. cit.

---
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these differences extend to also include music experiences
outside of school.

The findings also suggest that there may

be a cultural pattern of attitude differences toward music
associated with sex differences but it is not clear whether
these differences arise from biological differences or from
sociological pressures.
By comparing cell means, it can be seen that both
boys and girls held more positive attitudes toward music
experiences outside of school than music experiences in
school.

Boys' Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music was

moderately positive but their Attitude Toward School Music
was close to neutral.

The data infers that school music

.J

activities may be depressing, rather than encouraging boys'

J1

attitudes toward music, or this finding may be part of a

of

less positive attitude toward school in general held by boys.
----

Attitude Toward Music Measur~s
and Teacher Attitude Toward
Teaching Music

-------

Main effects were found between Teacher Attitude
Toward Teaching Music and the two attitude variables,
Attitude Toward School Music (significant at the .001 level)
and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music (significant at the
.05 level).

These differences indicate that teachers with

a positive Attitude Toward Teaching Music tend to have students with more positive music attitudes than do teachers
with a neutral Attitude Toward Teaching Music.

These differ-

ences also suggest that the students of positive attitude
teachers tend to have more positive music attitudes outside

----

12$
of school.

This last finding illustrates how students'

total attitudes toward music might be shaped by a teacher
with a positive Attitude Toward Teaching Music.

The correlation between Teacher Attitude and
Attitude Toward School music was r. = .132, significant at
the .001 level.
and Attitude

The correlation between Teacher Attitude

~oward

Music Out of School was r.

significant at the .05 level.

-------·----

= .077,

Although these correlations

are low, they indicate some direct relationship between
teacher attitude and pupil attitude con'cerning music.

More

exact measures of teacher attitude might lead to stronger
relationships between these variables.
Home Musical Interest and I.Q.
Differences on Home Musical. Interest scores

~~ere

found between I.Q. groups, significant at the • 001 level.
Students with' low I.Q. scores tended to come from homes with
less musical interest and students with high I.Q. scores
tended to come from homes with more musical interest.
correlation of r.

The

= .226 was significant at the .001 level

and indicated that 5 percent of the variance of Home Musical
Interest could be attributed to I. Q.

No rationale was found

in the literature to explain this result.

Since the finding

indicates that high Home lli!usical Interest is associated with
high I.Q. in the child, one may wonder if musical interest in
the home is an important stimulus contributing to the child's
intellectual development, or if musical interest is a usual

...;---
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part of an intellectually stimulating home environment.

The

present data is not adequate to resolve this question.
Home Musical Interest and
Musical Intelligence
Differences on Home Musical Interest scores were
found between Musical Intelligence groups significant at the
.001 level.

--------~-

Students with low Musical Intelligence scores

tended to come from homes with lower Home Musical Interest
and those with high Musical Intelligence scores tended to
come from homes with higher Home Musical Interest.
correlation of r.

The

= .326 was significant at the .001 level

and indicated that 11 percent of the variance of Home

·'

Musical Interest was shared with Musical Intelligence.
This result agreed \'lith Shuter, 1 5 Gordon 1 6 and

'1

Rainbo>'l.l7

"<;

musical environment encouraged the dtwelopment of Musical

The relationship may indicate that a richer home
---

Intelligence, or it may suggest that parents with more
musical interest tended to give birth to children with
greater musical capacity.

~~--

The present data is unable to

determine which of these interpretations is most likely and
can only indicate that the relationship does exist.
-----

l5Rosamund Shuter, The P~logy of Musical Ability
(Great Britain: !V!ethun & Co.l Ltd.: Distributed in U.S. by
Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1968 , p. 145.
16Edwin Gordon, A Three-Year Longituciinal Predictive
Validity Study of the ]\liusical Aptitude Profile (Iowa City:
University of Iowa Press, 1967), p. 46.
17Rainbow, loc. cit.
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CONCLUSIONS
No relationship was found between Socioeconomic
Status and the two attitude measures, Attitude Toward School
Music and Attitude Toward Out-of-School Music, in fourth,
f'ifth and sixth grade students.

This finding indicates that

students .from all socioeconomic levels tend to approach
music with similar attitudes.
f'or attitude measures

Inspection of all cell means

da~onstrates

that no groups held

negative attitudes toward music, and most groups expressed
positive attitudes tov1ard musical experiences.

It appears

that intermediate grade student groups usually have positive
feelings toward music activities in-school and out-of-school.
All Socioeconomic Status groups felt more. posi ti:ve
toward out-of-school music than toward in-school music
activities.

This i.s to be expected because many school
---

music activities are a deviation from musical experiences
~

---------

at home

~nd

in the community.

This comparison also indicates,

however, that the level of positive feeling expressed for
school music activities is not reaching the level of positi ve feeling "l'lhich might be achieved.

From the present

information it is impossible to say whether Attitudes Tov;ard
School Music had been inhibited below what they could be, or
had been encouraged above a normally expected level.

It

does appear, however, that school musical e::-:periences may
not be utilizing the full potential of students' attitudes
toward music.

One lrTOuld hope that school music teachers
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could utilize all of a student's positive feeling toward
music, but the data indicated that this was not being done.
It has

alr~aciy

been noted that.the findings of this

study at grades four, five and six did not match the findings in other studies at grades seven through t\velve.

The

present study did not find a relationship between Socioeconomic Status and music attitudes, but other studies, beginning at grade seven, found a significant correlation between
these two factors.

By combining these findings, it appears

that a change may take place between Socioeconomic Status

=--

and Attitude To1t1ard r,fusic around grade seven.
It can be postulated that such a change may occur
at the point when socioeconomic level attitude patterns
modify a generally positive attitude toward music.

This

hypothesis assumes that socioeconomic differences in home
musical environments do exist and that children normally
tend to exhibit positive attitudes toward music.

Both of

these assumptions were supported by the results of this
investigation.
Follm'ling this line of reasoning, students from all
social classes would usually exhibit positive attitudes
toward music until about grade seven, at which time socioeconomically related attitudes would appear.

This seems

late for differential socioeconomic related attitudes to
become evident, but perhaps music has a pleasurable,
esthetically gratifying effect upon children, and it is
seventh grade before this pleasurable orientation to music

---
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becomes modified by distinctive socioeconomic-level attitude
patterns.

Additional research will be needed to interpret

this finding.
The decrease in positive attitudes which was found
from grades four to six may or may not be a part of this
~-----~-----·-

seventh grade shift between variables.

Further research

will be needed to clarify this matter.

This decrease in

positive attitude does raise the question of what intermediate grade music teachers could do to prevent this drop
in student Attitude Toward Music.
Boys were found to have significantly less positive
attitudes toward music than girl.s, both in school and out of
school. · This result may reflect a physiological difference
between boys and girls or it ma.y indicate a cultural pattern
of sex differences concerning music attitudes.

The finding

implies that music teachers might expend more effort
encouraging positive attitudes toward music in boys.
Teachers who had a positive Attitude Toward Teaching
Music 'l"rere more likely to have students with positive Attitudes TowardMusic.

Although this finding cannot imply

causality, it does clarify a direction for experimental
research.

The correlation between these variables \'las lo1v,

but a more precise measurement of the teacher attitude
factor might result in a stronger relationship.
A positive, significant relationship was found between
Socioeconomic Status and Home Musical Interest in fourth,
4-

fifth and sixth grade students.

This same low relationship

--------
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was found at the pre-kindergarten, junior high and high
school levels by other investigators and indicates consistency in this relationship.

It appears that students of

higher Socioeconomic Status have more musical interest
occurring in their homes, and students of lower Socioeconomic
-

Status have less musical interest in their homes,
The significant, positive correlation between Home
Musical.Interest and Musical Intelligence indicated that
students from homes \vith greater musical interest tended to
show greater musical aptitude.

In comparison, no relation-

ship was found to exist between Home Musical Interest and
Rhythm Aptitude.

In consideration of the contrast between

these findings, the present investigator felt. that valuable
information was gained by measuring Rhythm Aptitude separately from Musical Intelligence in this study.

The results

indicate that Rhythm Aptitude does not vary with levels of
musical interest in the home, but Musical Intelligence
co-varies with musical environment.
The significant results of this investigation were
considered adequate estimates of the population parameters.
These results may be generalized to any group with characteristics similar to those of the population examined in
this investigation.
RECOM!•IENDATIONS
Based on the results and conclusions of this study,
the following recommendations are made:

~--·--

-----
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1.

In view of the finding that Attitude Toward

·Music becomes less positive from grades four through six,
it is recommended that intermediate-grade music instructors
identify and utilize teaching techniques, curricula and
materials which will encourage students to have more
positive attitudes toward music.
2.

--·---·----- ----

In view of the finding that boys express less

positive Attitudes Toward Husic than do girls in grades
four, five and six, it is recommended that intermediate
grade music instructors identify and utilize teaching
methods, attitudes and materials that will appeal especially
to boys.
3.

In view of the finding that all students express

more positive attitudes toward music outside of school than
music in school, it is recommended that intermediate-grade
music instructors investigate techniques of bringing students' out-of-school music experiences into the classroom as
a way of encouraging more positive attitudes toward music.
Students might share records, instruments or short reports
with classmates.

4.

In view of the finding that teachers with

positive Attitudes Toward Teaching Music tend to have stu-·---~

dents with more positive music attitudes, it is recommended
that {a) music administrators seek and hire intermediategrade music instructors who exhibit and encourage strongly
positive attitudes toward music and {b) music teacher
training insU.tutions include an assessment of an applicant's
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ability to exhibit and encourage positive attitudes toward
music as part of their evaluation program.

5.

In view of the finding that a lower level of

'2 __:_ __

musical interest is found in lower socioeconomic homes, it
is recommended that proportionately greater time and effort
be expended encouraging low socioeconomic level students to
participate and succeed in school music activities so that
stronger patterns of positive attitude toward music are
established before grade seven.
RECOi,TIV!ENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The results of the present study suggested the
following areas for further investigation:
1.

Further nlfine t.he Attitude ToMl.rd Husic

Inventory as a method of measuring student attitudes toward
music.

~---

2.

Repeat sections of the present study at grades

c _____ _

four through twelve to examine the possible change in relationship between Attitude Toward School Music and Socioeconomic Status which appears to occur at the junior high
school level.

3.

Explore the possible relationship between
---

Rhythm Aptitude, Attitude Tmmrd Music and Musical Taste
which may clarify some causes of the decrease in positive
attitude from grade four through six.

4.

Identify factors contributing to the decreases

in Attitude Toward School Music and in Attitude Toward
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Out-of-School Music in grades four through six.

D.etermine
-------------

whether these factors are related to one or both music
attitudes.
5.

Develop and test a theory to explain why

Attitude Toward Music and Socioeconomic Status appear to
correlate beginning at grade seven, why Socioeconomic Status
interacts with Rhythm Aptitude on Attitude Toward Music
scores, and why a correlation exists between Home Musical
Interest and I.Q.
6.

Identify and investigate factors >-rhich contribute

to Attitude Toward School Music, Attitude Toward Out-ofSchool Music, Home Musical Interest, and Sex differences in
musical attitude.
7.
•r,

Investigate the relationship between Teacher

At;ti tude Toward Teaching Music and pupil Attitude To\·fard
Music in a more critical, exacting manner.
8.

Compare the relationships between Socioeconomic

Status, Attitude Toward Music and Musical Taste at grades
four through twelve.
9.

Investigate the relationship between Socioeconomic

Status and Home Musical Interest at grades K-3 to determine
whether the same positive correlation exists at those grade
levels.

-----

-----·
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TEST

#4. -

(Three sheets in green and blaok in!J

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING "ATTITUDE TOWARD MUSIC INVENTORY"

(ii.ieginl

:Make certain that every pupil has

a

good pencil.

Distribute

--

--

all three inventory sheets to the pupils and wara them not to oreaae or
bend these sheets.

Then say•

ABOUT MUSIC IN SCHOOL AND
ANSWERS.

ou·.r

THIS SURVEY IS TO FIND OUT HOW YOU
OF SCHOOL.

~

Ti!ERE ARE NO RIGHT OR VIRONG

YOU ARE TO M.I\.RK YOUR ANSVIERS ACCORDING TO HO\'f YOU REALLY FEEL.

LOOK AT THE SHEETS ON YOUR DESK.

AT THE TOP OF EACH SECTION IS A TITLE.

TITLE A SAYS "PLAYING A GUITAR".

TITLE B SAYS "INSTRU1!EliT LESSONS AT

SCHOOL".

TITLE C SAYS "SEEING AN ORCHESTRA CONCEl('X",

"DREA1!ING ABOUT 1!USIC".

TITLE D SAYS

THE TITLES ON PAGE TIYO SAY "SINGING TO YOUR-

SELF", "RECORDS YOU HEAR AT SCHOOL", "PRACTICING THE PIANO" AND "SOi!GS
YOU LEAR."l AT SCHOOL".

THE UTLES ON PAGE 1'HREE SAY "POPULAR li!USIC",

"SINGING IN CHORUS", "PLAYING IN ORCHESTRA" AND "FOLK DAi!CiliG AT
---

SCHOOL".

(Pause for questions.)
-

---.

---r-;------

---

LOOK AT THE FIRST SECTION ON PAGE ONE.

a PAIRS

IT HAS THE TITLE "PLAYING A

GUITAR".

BELOW Tlili: TITLE ARE

MEANING.

THE E'IRST PAIR SAYS "INTERESTING - BORING",

SAYS "BAD - OOOD".

OF W'ORDS THAT ARE OPPOSITE IN

THE NEX'r PAIR

THE THIRD PAIR SAYS "IMPORTANT - NOT lL'l-'ORTA..liT".

THE OTHER PAIRS ARE "UGLY • BEAUTIFUL", "WF.AK - STRONG"·, "DARK

~
~·-

LIGHT", "EXCITING - CALM" Ai!D "SMART - DUMB",

LOOK AT TilE FIRST PAIR,

(Pauae for questiros,)

THE FDlST PAIR SAYS "INTERESTING - BORn;G",

THEllE ARE FIVE BOli.ES BE'l'NEE.'N THE WOUDS "Ili1'BRES:i'ING" AND "BORl/iG" LIIC
THIS ( illustra b1l on the board) 1

~-
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0 0 D 0 D

INTERESTING

BORING

IF YOU BLACKEN. THE BOX NEXT TO "INTERESTING", IT MEANS THAT YOU THlllK
OF "PLAYING A GUITAR" AS VERY !.lUCH LIKE ''IiiTERESTING", LIKE THIS (rill

in box on board):

0 0 0 0

INTERESTING

BORING

NOW IF 1!0U BLACKEN IN THE BOX NEXT TO "BORING", YOU THINK OF "PLAYING A
GUITAR" AS V:b"'RY MUCH LIKE "BORING" (illustrate on the bot.rd):

0 0 0

INTERESTING

n

f\
.w

BORING

--

lF YOU THillK OF "Pk\YH!G A GUITAR" AS SORT OF LIKE "INTERESTING" BUT
=

NOT LIKE "BORING", YOU BLACKEN IN THE. SECOND BOX (illustrate on the

board):
~"'-~

.

j

u

INTERESTING

D 0 D

BORING

OR IF YOU THINK OF "PLAYING A GUITAR" AS SORT OF LIKE "BORING" BUT NOT
LIKE

11

INTERESTING", BLACKEN Ill TBE FOURTH BOX LIKE THIS (illustrate o:a

the board):

0

INTERESTING

[]

D

D

BORING

NOW, IF YOU THINK OF "PLAYING A GJITAR" AS NEITHER "INTERESTING" OR
"BORING", BLACKEN THE MIDDLE BOX {illustrate on the board):

D 0

INTERES'l'ING
(Pau~e

lJ

0

BORING

tor questions.)

KEEP YOUR :V.ARK INS IDE OF THE: BOX YOU .ARE l!ARKING.
R..'>Ji,EMBER, THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG .A)lSWERS.

MARK ONE BOX Ill EACH

LINE AND MARK THE BOXES ACCORDJNG TO HOW YOU REALLY FEEL.
BOXES QUICKLY.

j·lihen

MAKE YOUR l!ARKS NEAT AND DARK.

s~udents fl.n~~~]

MARK THE

GO AHEAD.

Ask students to cheok their papers vc::x_ oareful!l

to make sure they marked

~

box

E! ev;;r2: :!:.2!•

If you can,

dot!Ho~

check thoir papera yours0li' to maks sure one box in avery row is marked.

151
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---

Collect all toet papers and keep them together for each student.

SEND ALL TEST PAPERS, INSTRUCTION SHEETS AND
TAPES IMMEDIATELY TO D, CRAVIli'ORD AT

CEN'l'P.AL OFli'ICE,

THANKS SO l1I.ill.U

-----

----

-·--------

~==
----------

APPENDIX B
HOME MUSICAL INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE

------

----- - -

------
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HO!.$

MU~ICAL

IliT!illEST QUEST:ONAIHE

NAME

---------------------------------------SC!IOOL.___________:.__________
TEACH!iR

GllADE

4Q 5Q oQ

·---------------------

1.

Does (or did) your mother like m·Jsic?

YESQ

NOD

2.

Does (or did) your father like music?

YESO

NOD

3.

Look at questions 1 and 2. If you marked them
both YES, then mark this box.

BOTHO

4.

Do your parents want you to play an instrument?

n:sO

NOD

5.

Do your parents want you to be in school ID'tsic
groups like the orchestra or chorus?

YEsO

NOD

6.

Does (or did) your mother like to listen to music
at home?

7.

Does (or did) your father like to listen to music
at home?

B.

Do you have any brothers or sisters who play a

YESO

YESO

musical instrument?

NoD

NoD

9.

Does (or did) your mother play an instrument
or sing?

NoD

10.

Does (or did) your father play an instrument
or sing?

NoD

11.

Look at questions 9 and 10. If you marked them
~ YES, then mark this box.

12.

BOTHO

Does your family listen to music together?
LOTS oF TI!.~EsO

oncE IN A WHILED

13.

Does your family sing or play instruments
together?
LOTS OF' THffiSQ
O!JCE IlJ A WHILEQ

14.

Is there any other adult living at your house who
plays an instrument or sings?

NEVERO

NEVERQ

'~c~~--
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#2 -

(!fPed single sheet)

DIRb:CTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING "HOME MUSICAL INTEREST QUESTIONAIRE"

)To Begin! Make oertdn that every pupil ha.s a peJloil.
questiot~aires

lines,

to the pupils and have theJI!· fill in blanks o:a the first _ .

Thea say:

AllOUT MUSIC,

Distribute the

~~

QUESTIONS ARE TO FIND OUT HOW YOUR PARENTS FEEL

THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS.

ACCORDING TO HOVf IT REALLY IS AT YOUR HOUSE.

YOU MARK YOUR ANSWERS

YOUR FIRST FEELING IS

USUALLY RI.GHT.
LOOK AT. THE SHEET ON YOUR DESK.

I WILL READ EACH QUESTION OUT LOUD,

IF YOUR ANSWER IS Y.i;S, MARK THE "YES" BOX.
"NO" BOX.

I WILL READ EACH QUESTION TWICE,

ACCORDING TO HOW IT IS AT YOUii HOUSE.

IF YOUR ANSWER IS NO, MARK THE
REMEMBER, MARK YOUR ANSWER

(If' a stude!lt re!l.lly don:a' t kllow

an uswer, tell him to mark it "No".)
NUMBER Oh"E:
MOTHER LIKE MUSIC?

DOES OR DID YOUR MOTHER LIKE MUSIC?

DOES OR DID YOUR

IF YOUR ANSWER IS CLOSEST TO YES, MARK THE "YES" BOX.

IF YOUR ANSVIER IS CLOSEST TO NO, MARK THE "NO" BOX,
Nm.!BER TWO:

DOES OR DID YOUR FATHER LIKE MUSIC?

DOES OR DID YOUR

FATHER LIKE MUSIC?
NUMBER THREE:

LOOK AT QUESTIONS ONE AND TWO.

BOTH "YES", THEN MARK THIS BOX.

IF YOU MARKED THEM

IF BOTH QUESTIONS ARE

!2! MARKED

YES

THEN DO NOT MARK THIS BOX.
NUMBER FOUR:

DO YOUR PARENTS WANT YOU TO PLAY AN INSTRUMENT?. DO

YOUR PARENTS WANT YOU TO PLAY AN INSTRUMENT?
Go !i.head,·reading each questioll twice in this manner.
time limit.

There is no

The important thing is to get hoaest; answers frol!h ee.ah

studellt and have every question answered.

IAt The E;d'] Have

students turn papers faoe down on their desks.
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CORRELATION MATRIX OF ALL VARIABLES
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CORRELATION II!ATRIX r'OR ALL INDEPENDENT
AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Socio
Status

Sex

Music
Intel

Rhythm
Apt.

Tchr.
Attit

n. s.

n. s.

.418**

• 080•'

n.s.

n. s.

.429**

.208**

n. s.

• 254*'~
n. s.

I.Q.

Grade
Level

.535**

I •. Q.
Grade
Level
Sex
M:usic
Intel

Att/t/
SchMus

Att/t/
OoSMus

Home
Musint

Total
Att/t/M

n. s.

n.s.

n. s.

.266**

n. s.

- • 090'!'

n. s.

n. s.

.226**

n. s.

. 026~'

n. s.

-.314**

-.207**

.081*

-.286**

n.s.

-.067*

.291**

.2SO**

n.s.

.305**

n. s.

n. s.

.326**

-.088*

n. s.

n. s.

-.075*

.077*

.075*

.111*

.769**

.174**

.950**

.233**

.925**

.350**

Rhythm
Apt.

.070*
n. s.

Tchr.
Attit

.132**

Att/t/
SchMus
Att/t/
OoSMus
Home
rliusint

n.s.

.213**

--

*Significant at the .01 level
'~*Significant at the • 001 level
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